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STEM CELL NUTRITION TESTIMONIALS
Dr. White holds a Ph. D. in Clinical Psychology, an MA in Behavioural Science, and a B.F.A. in Fine Arts, Magna Cum Laude. In addition, she is licensed in the State of Texas as a Psychologist, a Marriage and Family Therapist and as a Chemical Dependency Counsellor.
I've always been interested in health generally and in particular the brain, focusing on the balance of neurotransmitters. I often do quantitative EEG's for
assessment of my patients. I'm impressed with the concept of a natural product
like stem cell nutrition that could help release adult stem cells from the bone
mass where the body would have no objection and no rejection.
I've tried stem cell nutrition for general health anti-aging. After taking it for a time, I fell more agile
and my Joints are far more flexible. I was astounded while doing yoga that I was suddenly able to bend
over and touch my forehead to my knees. I haven´t been able to do that comfortably in probably
twenty years. I noticed how much better my balance has become. I believe stem cell nutrition is
responsible for these effects, because I certainly haven´t been trained extensively in yoga. Also since
taking stem cell nutrition, I feel better and my skin is more moist and has a finer texture.
A bald friend of mine wrote his testimonial on a stem cell blog. He was also taking the stem cell
nutrition, and had several small cancers on top of his head. His doctor had removed one from his arm
already, and his dermatologist set a date to remove those from his scalp. Before the appointment, my
friend was shaving one morning and, looking in the mirror, saw that the cancers were all gone. They
had disappeared within a few weeks of starting the stem cell nutrition and his skin is better overall.
Also, his knee, which he´d strained playing tennis, was like new. Stem cell nutrition seems to go
where the body´s priority is. You never know what the affect is going to be, but you notice something
changing.
Another friend of mine seems to be dropping years. Her skin looks smoother and her face younger.
After about six weeks on the stem cell nutrition, she looks like she´s ten years younger. A woman who
gives her regular facials asked what she was doing, because her skin looked so much different.
Stem cell nutrition is remarkable and could help anybody. Everybody should try it, because it´s natural
and there are no risks. As we grow older in years, we still can have good health. That´s the ideal. Even
if you don´t currently have a problem, stem cell nutrition is a preventative and you can find more
testimonials on many stem cell blogs in the internet.
Dr Nancy White

Fernando Aguila, M.D., graduated from the University of Santa Thomas in
Manila , Philippines. He finished his internship at Cambridge City Hospital,
Cambridge, MS and completed his residency at the New England Medical
Centre in Boston, MA. He obtained a fellowship in OB-GYN anaesthesia at
the Brigham and Women´s Hospital in Boston and a fellowship in cariothoracic anaesthesia at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation in Cleveland,
OH..
Due to a heavy patient load, I have recently found that I tire more easily, my legs are cramping, and
by the time I get home, even my shoulders and rib cage hurt. I knew I had to find a way to increase
my stamina, energy and vitality. A friend gave me information about stem cell nutrition and how it
promotes the release of stem cells in the body. One of the components apparently promotes the
migration of the stem cells to tissues or organs where regeneration and repair is needed most. My
attention was drawn to the fact that it can increase energy, vitality, wellness, concentration, and much
more. It sounded just like what I needed.
Since then, I've heard reports of people experiencing excellent results in a number of different areas in
their health. The improvements sounded dramatic. Because of all of their testimonies, I was willing to
believe it could promote wellness in the human body.
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I tried stem cell nutrition myself. After a day, of hard work, I realized I wasn't tired at all, my legs were
not aching, and I didn't have any shoulder pain. I decided the stem cell nutrition must be working. I
continued to take it, and was able to work so efficiently and steadily that one surgeon commented that I
was moving like a ball of fire. Stem cell nutrition gives me support physically and mentally. I look forward to seeing what the major medical journals have to say about the studies being done with this new
approach to wellness."
Dr Fernando Aguila.
Cliff Minter (retired) graduated from Illinois College of Podiatric Medicine. He completed his residency at the Hugar Surgery Centre in the Hines
Veteran Administration Hospital in Illinois before going into private
practice in Ventura, CA. Dr. Minter is a national and international speaker
on the subjects of business and nutritional products.
Stem cells are the most powerful cells in the body. We know that stem
cells, once they're circulating in the bloodstream, will travel to any area of
the body that has been compromised or damaged and turn into healthy cells
There have been controversial discussions about the new stem cells found in
embryos, but the truth is that everyone has adult stem cells in their own bodies. We are all created from
stem cells. As a child or a young adult, your body automatically releases stem cells whenever you
injure yourself. That's why you heal so fast when you are younger. After about age 35, we don't heal
as fast anymore, because the stem cells aren't released the same way as when we are younger. Stem
cell nutrition helps all of us heal our bodies.

If you look at the New England Journal of Medicine, you'll find that the number one indicator of a
healthy heart is the number of stem cells circulating in the body. Stem cell nutrition is the organic and
all-natural way to stimulate the bone marrow to release adult stem cells into the bloodstream. By
taking stem cell nutrition, you can maintain optimum health and aid your body in healing itself. It's
certainly a better way to recuperate from an illness than using prescription drugs, because even when a
medication works, it can often be hard on your liver and the rest of your body. Stem cell nutrition has
no negative side effects. This makes it a powerful approach to healing and good health in general. I
found out about stem cell nutrition after someone asked for my opinion on it.
I did some research and found it to be one of the greatest ways to slow down aging that we have.
Aging is nothing more than the breakdown of cells. Stem cell nutrition combats that action. As cells
break down, stem cell nutrition replaces them with healthy cells. This is the greatest, most natural
anti-aging method I know. I was sceptical at first, but the results I´ve personally seen in people I´ve
talked with have been wide-ranged. Lots of people have reported an increase in energy and better
sleeping patterns.
I´ve seen people with arthritis in various parts of their bodies reverse the disease, and people with
asthma end up with their lungs totally clear. One person that was on oxygen almost 24/7 is now totally
off of oxygen. Two ladies who suffered badly from PMS told me they were 100 percent symptom-free
within weeks of starting the stem cell nutrition. Two people I know had "tennis elbow" which usually
takes about six to nine months to heal. Within weeks of taking stem cell nutrition, both report their
"tennis elbow" is gone. It makes sense, because stem cells go to whatever area is compromised and
turn into healthy cells.
I use stem cell nutrition as a preventative. I´ve noticed an increase in my energy level and an improved
sleeping pattern. Stem cell nutrition has zero negative side effects, is very powerful, and we know how
it works. It´s good for children as well as adults. This is the best, most natural way I know to optimum
health. If you just want to use it for prevention, this is the best thing I know for staying healthy. And
if you do have health challenges, it's the best way I know of overcoming those and regaining optimum
health. I recommend it to everybody.
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Johnnie Strickland Jr., M.D. Family Physician, A.B.F.P., F.A.A.F.P.
I am a board certified family practice physician and have been studying nutritional and supplemental
medicine for over ten years. I have become aware of the power of stem cells in rejuvenating every
organ and tissue of the human body, including the brain. When I learned that a product existed that
could increase the number of stem cells released by our bone marrow by as much as thirty percent, I
knew that I had to have it.
I began taking stem cell nutrition seventeen months ago, and on day ten I had an endorphin release
that was like a “runners high” in that I had supreme and boundless energy. I was doing simple math
problems in my head at lightning speed and my mind focused in with precision on all problems I dealt
with. Since that time, I have had boundless energy and received multiple compliments on the clarity
of my complexion and my youthful appearance. Many of my patients continue to take stem cell nutrition and I will certainly be taking it for life

Jim Taylor, M.D. graduated from Indiana Medical School in 1967.

He interned at South
Bend, Indiana for a year, then served 2 years in the Army as a flight surgeon. Since 1971, he has
practised family medicine and is a member of the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine.
I have practiced traditional medicine for twenty-eight years and got involved in alternative medicine
seven years ago. I wanted to do more than treat symptoms. In an attempt to prevent disease and
improve patients’ conditions that medicine cannot help, I turned to natural products. A friend and
fellow doctor had a stroke two years ago, resulting in a severe speech impediment. He called me
recently and to my surprise, he now spoke clearly on the phone. He said stem cell nutrition healed his
condition. He believed it could help others with chronic diseases. I decided to try stem cell nutrition
myself. For about twenty years, I have suffered severe restrictive motion with constant cracking and
popping in my neck. I could not turn my head more than thirty degrees to either side. I also had
severe arthritis in my fingers and diabetes.
Within ten days of taking stem cell nutrition, I had full range of motion in my neck. My fingers move
freely now, and I have been able to stop taking diabetic medicine because my blood sugar levels have
stabilised. Many scars have all but disappeared. I am very impressed with stem cell nutrition. One of
my patients had a severe neurological disorder. Her muscles were very weak, plus her hands and feet
felt numb and tingling. She was unable to work and could not drive. Within ten days of beginning
stem cell nutrition, she was symptom free and fully functional again. Another patient sustained a brain
injury during a motorcycle accident. She suffered double vision, could not speak well and could not
walk unassisted. Within 2 months of beginning stem cell nutrition, all of her symptoms disappeared.
I treated a woman with a persistent leg ulcer. She was also blind in one eye and had lost eighty
percent of her vision in the other eye. Her leg began to heal after she started taking stem cell nutrition,
and her vision improved to the point that she can watch TV and even read, something she couldn’t do
before. A young man had a severe brain injury in an accident with an ATV five years ago and was in
a coma for a long time. Even after he regained consciousness and started physical therapy, his
progress was very slow. Within two weeks of starting on stem cell nutrition, his physical abilities
increased substantially. He can now use a walker on his own and has increased motion in his right
arm. He is full of hope, because he is finally seeing progress.
One lady told me about giving stem cell nutrition to her dog after the veterinarian urged her to put the
thirteen year old spaniel down. The dog was not eating well, could not stand up and had to be carried
around. Within 5 days of beginning stem cell nutrition he was eating and walking. Soon, he could use
the stairs like a much younger dog. She can’t wait to see what the veterinarian has to say about her
dog now. Stem cell nutrition is as safe as it is effective. Stem cell nutrition does not interfere with
most medications nor have any allergies been reported. It often works in a matter of days. My twenty
year neck stiffness was fully resolved in ten days. Stem cell nutrition gives the body the raw materials
it needs to regenerate damaged tissue. It does not treat symptoms – it goes right to the cause. As far
as I am concerned, stem cell nutrition will change medicine as we know it. I would recommend stem
cell nutrition for anyone.
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ARTHRITIS

Roger Atkinson Whangarei, New Zealand

I started using stem cell nutrition and after 2 months decided it wasn´t working for me,
however I soon found that my arthritis was more noticeable than ever and my energy level
was on empty. I decided to resume my stem cell nutrition and now my arthritis has gone
and my energy level is on full.
ARTHRITIS/VERTIGO Angelina Silli Philippines.
"Rheumatoid arthritis was my major ailment resulting in extremely
painful joints such as knees and legs and inability to stand up or
walk for more than 10 minutes. Also use of fingers, hands and arms
greatly impaired by pain and deteriorated to frozen shoulders and
stiff neck. I felt relief and recovered dexterity after 5 days taking
double serving (6 capsules/day) of stem cell nutrition which also
got rid of vertigo which was starting. Infections come and go with
change of weather but do not last long enough to worry me.
Thanks to the friend who introduced me to the stem cell nutrition, I avoided having to use
steroids or surgery. I will continue using these products to stay active, fit and physically
independent despite aging."
BRAIN TUMOR David Vawdrey South Australia
A couple of months ago, Pam (David´s mother) responded to an advertisement I put in the
South Australian Millstream Times regarding stem cell nutrition. David showed improvement in his condition from day 1.
Today, 4th March, Pam rang me very excited thanking me profusely for introducing David
to stem cell nutrition. They just came back from seeing Peter Fon, the oncology specialist,
who now doesn´t want to see David anymore at all. Pam says David walks better, has
improved balance, more interest in life - playing musical instruments and drawing. He´s
more interested in helping around the house and generally feels better. Headaches are gone
too. I was the first one outside of the family to hear the good news, so I thought to pass it
along!
David´s been taking 4 a day for about 4 months now, but the improvement was from the
very first day. What the doctors´ are saying is just confirmation of what they already know.
He had a brain tumour which was in remission and was pretty much incapacitated, (before
sitting in a chair all day) but now is pretty normal.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Mary Sayers Perth, WA.
A year ago I was diagnosed with MS which was really frightening. A
friend told me about stem cell nutrition and the Naturopath advised me
to take 9 stem cell enhancers each day which I did, together with 4 anti
-inflammatories. Recently I had another MRI and was told that I no
longer had MS. Woo Hoo!!!! Needless to say I am over the moon.
In the first weeks of being on the product I was very tired, so I rested
more and paced myself. I had been warned that I could go through a healing crisis, so was
aware this could happen as the body starts to heal.
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ENERGY, SINUSES, BRAIN FOG, MEMORY, SLEEP
WEIGHT LOSS Tobiain Clark, Hervey Bay, Qld.
My husband had such amazing results for his health and body from
these products that I started taking them and within a short time I was
feeling happier. I had more energy and my sinuses began to clear. My
brain fog lifted, my memory has returned and I can multitask once
more. I am amazed at how fantastic I am feeling and as time goes by, I
reach new milestones. I am sleeping so much better and I have started
to lose weight because I have more energy to burn. I love the new me that is emerging and
am committed to helping my body repair and renew.
ASTHMA, ALLERGIES, ANXIETY, ACHES,
FOOD SENSITIVITIES Dr. Joe Vitale
When I spoke at the World Wellness Weekend in Austin last June,
dozens of people gave me samples of their health products. They all
wanted me to try them and, they hoped, endorse them. But no one
person can ingest all the products they gave me. Besides being no way to track how any
one product worked (or not), the mix of them could be scary. So I politely refused all of
them ……………..except one.
A woman told me about a product that stimulated the growth of adult stem cells. Stem
cells have the remarkable potential to develop into many different cell types in your body.
I didn't understand it at first, but there was something about the woman's manner and
sincerity that made me pay attention. She explained that the product is a natural stem cell
enhancer. It's a botanical extract that stimulates stem cells in your bone marrow to travel
throughout your body to support optimal organ and tissue function.
The kind lady before me gave me a sample box of the product. But something in me
urged me to buy several bottles. After all, I wanted to truly try this product - not for a day
or a week, but for a month. If it worked, I wanted to use it all the time and I wanted to
tell others about it.
I've been on the product over a month. I took 2 capsules in the morning and 2 in the
evening. Nothing happened the first two weeks, but at the two week mark I woke and
my asthma was gone; my allergies were virtually all gone; my anxiety attacks were
totally gone; my aches from weight lifting were all gone and even my food sensitivies
began to disappear.
I don't believe this is a magic pill that will cure everything, including emotional
problems, but I've shared my story with you because I know how important your health
is. Without it, you can't enjoy life or accomplish much. I'm not allowed to say and can't
ethically state that this is the cure for all health problems, but I firmly believe it can help.
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BLADDER PROBLEM, BALANCE, EYESIGHT.
Lady Gloria Clayton, Perth
When I was about 18 I had a bladder problem, and the Specialist
said that it was something that I would probably have for the rest of
my life. It was caused through not completely draining the bladder
when I went to the toilet. If my feet were cold or wet, the problem
was exacerbated. It affected me in many ways, one of which was
“leaking” sometimes when I bent over; ran or sneezed. I didn’t tell
anyone about this condition as I was embarrassed. I “managed” it
by wearing pads.
Since taking stem cell nutrition in 2017, this problem is no longer a problem!! My overall health is gradually improving. I am 82 years old and my Eye Specialist has written a
letter to the Transport Department saying it is no longer necessary for me to wear
glasses when driving.
Many aspects of my health are getting better - my balance has improved and I am
thrilled to have gone back to my Natural Health Business as I have the energy that I had
30 years ago.
I am so excited to share this product and business with my friends,
colleagues and those who come across my path who will benefit from it.

RSI and ARTHRITIS

Linda Hoggard

I had RSI in my wrists—it took 3 months on the product to be
pain free and by a year later it felt like I had a new set of hands. I
was starting to get arthritis in my right big toe where I had had
surgery when I was 12. At times the joint would seize up and be
painful to walk on. Bit by bit it got better and better to the point I
could stand on my tip toes (it had always been painful to do this
previously). Stem cell nutrition makes me feel like I can cope. It
increases my mental resilience.
ANXIETY and DEPRESSION Cindy Robinson
Just wanted to do a huge shout out to Sandra Barnsley. I’m so thankful for meeting her and starting on stem cell nutrition. I have been
on the products now since mid March and to say the least, I am so
much better than I was 2 months ago. I have a challenge coming up
for me tomorrow, and usually I would be in the foetal position as I
have suffered from anxiety and depression for the past 20 years.
I’m happy to say that I’m still standing and can’t wait for tomorrow to come.
My mum also has been taking the products and has what is called PXE which is vision
impairment, leaving her only with peripheral vision. She has had improvement in her
vision with a lot more colour. Her knees are also better. We both see different improvements at different stages. Thank you Sandra once again.
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BROKEN WRISTS, DEPRESSION
I was interested in trying these products because of
an accident I had involving 2 broken wrists and
incredibly I witnessed massive changes in my mobility in both hands within a few days, which surprised me as nothing else was working! I continue
to take these products daily as it helps with so many
other ailments. Now I chose to spread the word to
whomever I can help. I am a natural health practitioner (iridology, reflexology,
auriculotherapy,
massage, healing etc.) and that this product reflects
a natural way of healing, resonates deeply with me.

On rolator with 2 broken
wrists and fractured pelvis

For about 2 months after the surgery, I was having some very dark thoughts about my life and suffering
from depression because of the injuries, which left me being cared for on all levels for an agonising 3
months, and as I am normally a very active and sporty person, the thought of possibly not being able to
use my hands again left me in a feeble state of fear. However, the PEA component in the stem cell nutrition managed to keep any thoughts of ending my life at bay, and thankfully, the depression is now gone.
It also gives me a huge amount of energy throughout the day without, I am glad to add, the need for coffee, and has put the spark back in my life.
Sue Hall Queensland.
BROKEN BONES, DEPRESSION

Raelene Jury, Queensland

I have enjoyed a *full swing ahead* physical life but unfortunately I
have endured MANY broken bones including 4 spinal breaks, a shifted and rotated hip with a spinal twist, as well as a broken neck with
approximately 4 months of left side paralysis. I’ve also had depression since 1965, Suicidal Depression since 1972 and was eventually
diagnosed in my early 20's as bipolar, dyslexic, a slow learner and
not able to structure sentences properly or read or write effectively.
I have tried many, many forms of mental, emotional, physical, nutritional & medical
modalities every few years with no major positive long lasting affects for an uplifting
positive future. However since starting on stem cell nutrition 2011, my life has done... not
just a 360deg... but a true 720.
BURNS, MEMORY, ENERGY Jane Halliday, Qld.
I have been practising Massage & Bowen Therapy for
the past 26 years. During this time I have experienced
many forms of nutritional products with varied results. I
started with the stem cell nutritional products 20 months
ago and have found it to have a profound affect on my
emotional well-being, as well an improvement in clarity,
memory and an increase in energy levels. I also endured
a serious fire burn on 50% of my face which was an
absolutely traumatic experience. However I have no
physical or emotional scaring, which I believe is due to
increasing my stem cell nutritional products for a surprisingly short healing period of 6 weeks... This shocked
all the Doctors & team at the Brisbane Burns clinic.

With burns to face
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RUNNING WITH A BUM KNEE

Kenny Gaddy

I have a bum knee. Over the years it has taken a lot of punishment
from playing different sports. My knee would buckle walking upstairs,
feeling like the cartilage between the bones was missing. I used to run
a lot, but I hadn’t been able to lately because of the pain. After three
days of taking the stem cell nutrition, I walked upstairs without my
knee buckling or feeling any pain. I was pleasantly surprised at the
strength in my knee, so to test it, I ran up the stairs. I was so excited. When I get up in
the morning now I hit the floor running. Nothing but stem cell nutrition could have
brought about that improvement.
BURSITIS, SCIATICA ‘TRIGGER’ THUMB, SINUS
PROBLEMS Natalie Scattergood, Tasmania.
I had hurt my back 22 years ago just pulling up the “roller-door and was
told I had the start of bone degeneration of the spine. I took prescribed
drugs and had to rest it. Over the years I have managed it with regular
massages and the prescribed drugs and Panadol Osteo but I needed to be
careful. I also had a “trigger” thumb for about 9 months (a form of
arthritis). It was not only painful but it made writing hard as it would click in and out or
lock up. By the end of the third week on stem cell nutrition, I was noticing subtle changes
for the better, As time went on I realised I wasn’t needing Mobic or Panadol. Then, one
day I realised my thumb was free and had stopped clicking or hurting. and I haven’t had
any grief with it since.
For a few years I have been having trouble with my left hip. Also, I have had bursitis and
sciatica. I could only lay on that side for about ten seconds and a little longer if on Mobic.
If I went for a walk for an hour, I would suffer for the next three days. An ultra sound revealed I didn’t need a hip replacement, but I was advised to keep using the antiinflammatory (Mobic) when it flared up. Well… I have just realized how much better my
hip is and I haven't taken any Mobic or pain relief for the last 7 months. I also used to suffer with bad “Sinuses” but that is now a thing of the past. I believe the stem cell nutrition
has helped tremendously.
BRAIN TUMOUR

Ian Seitman, South Africa

Seven, years ago, I was told that I only had two months to live. I had two brain tumours and
was treated with chemotherapy and radiation, which left my head numb and deteriorated
my eyesight. I lost hearing in my right ear. The treatments burned my sinuses and nasal
passages, and my breathing was shallow. Some foods would cause seizures. The side effects were worse than the disease. I sat at home under a blanket like a depressed vegetable.
I had no balance and, when I did get up, I had to walk with a cane. The best I could do was
ride a 3-wheel bike for one block before returning for a nap.
Within 12 hours of trying the stem cell nutrition, my vision got sharper, and in a week or
so, 80% of my eyesight returned. My cataract disappeared. I could breathe again. I regained
50 percent of my hearing and my strength increased dramatically. Soon, I was riding my
bike every day for three miles. My doctor said that I had the best MRI that I had had in five
years. The stem cell nutrition is a miracle.
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MUSCLE DAMAGE HEALED Jay Stahler
I am sixty six years old. I injured my head, neck muscles, and upper torso while working.
After months of physical therapy for muscle and nerve damage, two orthopaedic surgeons
told me I would not have a full recovery. I needed rotor cuff surgery, as well, but decided
to delay that as long as I could. I suffered with muscle spasms in my upper back and shoulder muscles until I started taking stem cell nutrition.
After six weeks, I can now sleep on either side all night long without pain. I’ve regained so
much arm movement and I’ve rejected the idea of surgery. I also have much more energy.
My muscles have relaxed and don’t hurt anymore. I believe I have healed, thanks to stem
cell nutrition.
STIFF NECK & SHOULDER Adelina Vanderzee
Recently, I woke up one morning and I couldn't move my left neck
and shoulder properly and it got worse as the day went on, to the
point that every movement was agonising and collar bone on left
side was triple the size. Everything I tried made it worse. After chiropractic adjustment, I was advised to take some anti inflammatories
and so I took several capsules. In a few hours, the inflammation
went down quite well. It was amazing. Even the chiropractor told me
to keep doing whatever I was doing.
VARICOSE VEINS, SKIN CANCER BURN Ray Ives
I had skin cancer burn out on my scalp and when the antibiotics I was
given did not work, I took some stem cell nutrition and the wounds
started healing very rapidly. I had chronic pain in my calves with
varicose veins due to my job being on my feet for 8 hours. After 3
months taking the supplements, I no longer have sore calves when I get
back from work and my energy levels have also increased.
RECOVERY AFTER WORKOUTS, BACK PAIN, KNEE PAIN, BURSITIS,
INFLAMMATION, CLARITY, ENERGY.
Sharon Richards

I’ve been taking stem cell nutrition since Aug 17, and I certainly wouldn’t
be without it. I initially started taking the products due to the pain and
inflammation I was experiencing in my body from prior injuries. At the
time, I had debilitating lower back pain from disc issue, knee pain and
bursitis in the hip. It took a few months on the products for the full
effects to take place. However, what I did notice initially, it gave me a
bit more clarity and energy.
Over time I also noticed that the pain and inflammation I used to experience almost daily
had reduced significantly. This allowed me to get back in the gym and start on a rehab
protocol which allowed me to concentrate on getting my body strong again. I start every
morning on the stem cell enhancer, and I especially love taking the anti-inflammatory after
a workout to assist the body to recover. After doing a bit more research on AFA and benefits I know these supplements aid with helping oxygenate muscles, boost power, increase
focus and aid in recovery. I am so grateful for these amazing products.
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BONE DENSITY, SHINGLES, BROKEN ANKLE, CHRONIC
FATIGUE, MENTAL CLARITY Susan Rennie

After having quadruplets in 1989, I felt I had to be the “perfect”
mother and had a home that was like a “show home”. I used to fall
asleep driving home after dropping the children at school. I slept
most of the day and only got off the couch by rolling off it so I could
collect the children from school. I felt like I had a large weight pressing me down. My memory was awful and I missed many meetings

and events.
After many doctor visits I was told to go home and put my affairs in order. Health nutritionists were able to give me some reprieve but I never felt really alive. So in 2009 when I
took the stem cell nutrition products I found myself waking each day feeling fully refreshed
and ready to tackle the world. This also gave me the ability to again think clearly.
In October 2010 I managed to break a few bones in my left ankle. The pain for the first
24 hours was enormous but once I settled down with a Moon Boot and started a regime of
stem cell nutrition four times a day the pain disappeared. After 5 weeks I was able to remove the boot for most of the day. The 6 week visit to the surgeon had him surprised
at my recovery and also disappointed that he didn’t have another patient for the operating
table. The quantity of stem cell nutrition gradually reduced back to my normal daily intake. 7 years later I am excited to report that I do not have any problems or any aches as the
surgeon suggested. As a result of this fracture I was sent for a bone density test in 2011
and I have continued every 2 years ever since. In 2002 I was diagnosed as Osteo Pina and
I have not deteriorated since taking the Stem cell nutrition.
In March 2017 I had shingles on my right side of my face and in my
hair. Unfortunately, the doctor I was seeing didn’t recognize the symptoms early enough to give me the anti-shingle medication. This forced
me to look to natural ways to heal and cope with the pain. By accident, I realized the 3 stem cell nutritional products I was taking in the
morning stopped the pain. However the afternoons and evenings were
hell. With increasing the morning regime to 3 times per day I was able
to control the pain and I am sure that the extra stem cells running
through my system would have created more healing.
CHEMICAL SENSITIVITIES Primrose S.
I had multiple chemical sensitivities for 25 years. This meant that I
could not leave the house without taking a breathing canister with me.
If people came to visit me, I had to ask them not to wear any perfume,
deodorant or to shampoo their hair that day. I couldn’t use chemical
products or anything else with a smell to it or go into my garden because it would trigger migraines that would last 4 days which no medication could manage. I became really sensitive to foods and even

touching many foods. I had been to many doctors and specialists but no one could
help. By the 10th week on stem cell nutrition, I noticed that my psoriasis started flaking
off and that my food sensitivity was considerably reduced and I didn’t need my breathing
canister. By the fourth month I was able to go to a restaurant and eat normally and not be
worried about the other patrons, which previously would have triggered me. Now I am
able to live a completely normal life again.
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50% BLINDNESS RESTORED Keith Kennedy
I had suffered a mini stroke which left me 50% blind in one eye. A friend
referred me to stem cell nutrition. I was reluctant at first but after a couple
of months, my eye started to improve and it is now 98% better.
PRESSURE SORES, VENOUS INSUFFICIENCY,
DERMATITIS, Christine Roberts, RN
I work as a home nurse with
the elderly. I have seen dramatic
results of wound healing on a 97
year old lady. Due to client confidentiality I am unable to share her name but she has
given me permission to share photos of her leg. She
was diagnosed with venous insufficiency and dermatitis by the vascular surgeon. The upper layers of
skin were breaking down in spite of the specialists
prescribed treatments and she was not tolerating the
compression bandaging. After her son gave her 2
capsules of stem cell nutrition capsules daily the
skin improved dramatically within only 10 days and
the specialist high-fived her on the next appointment.
After 10 days
Here's a before and after of another
patient. She is a 57 year old quadriplegic lady who got this pressure sore
on her tailbone after a stay in hospital. It was not healing after 18
months, and she was so depressed
having to stay in bed on her side for
that long trying to allow the wound to
heal. After she started taking only 2 capsules of stem cell nutrition each morning it started
to heal and is almost totally healed after 5 months.

PAIN IN LEGS AND BACK Margarete Costa
I am 80 years old and I started taking stem cell nutrition in October, 2017, and after 3 or 4 days, I could walk up and down the stairs
without pulling my leg up. I could not bend the left leg prior to that. I
have a 2 storey house, so it had been very painful going up and down
the stairs. Since then, I have no pain in my legs. I love working in my
garden but previously, after 20 minutes, my back would get sore and I
would need to sit and rest. Now I can sometimes go for 6 hours without
resting.
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MOOD STABILISATION IN CHILDREN WITH BEHAVIOURAL
CHALLENGES Rachel Amendolia

My Son Raphael is seven years old and has had some behavioural challenges since he was four. This mainly presents as unstable mood, hypersensitivity, intolerance and agitation in certain situations. He has been taking
stem cell nutrition for a year now and we have seen significant improvements in these areas. He is generally happier and calmer than before and
we are so happy for him. He knows that what he calls his "Sunshine pill" is helping him
and he happily takes it. I would recommend any parent to try this with their children.
LIGHT SENSITIVITY Peter Elliott
I have been taking supplements for 30 years and have tried most
network marketing health food products. I have found that they are
usually the best products available. While some are good and even great,
none of them ever helped my light sensitivity like stem cell nutrition. I
no longer have to wear sunglasses outside. It is the only product that I
have ever tried that actually does this—a true SUPER FOOD.
ALLERGIES, HEADACHES, SLEEP. Margaret Glover

After one month of starting stem cell nutrition, I am sleeping better than I
have for years and my energy levels have improved out of this world. I
am coping so much better with my outside chores as well as inside, enjoying what I am doing. I have not taken any more medication for my
allergies; stopped my sneezing; stopped my eye drops; my head is much
clearer and my headaches have stopped. I’m feeling so much better with not having to cope
with all of the above. Thank you Nat for suggesting that I try stem cell nutrition, I
honestly didn't think that it would make this much difference in just one month.
SPIDER VEINS, ARTHRITIS Caroline McCarthy
I started taking stem cell nutrition a couple of months ago and just
noticed that my spider veins on my feet have vanished and also when I
had forgotten to take my arthritis blocker when I went away on holidays, I have had no pain, much to my amazement as I normally would
not be able to move. I had not checked if my arthritis inhibitor was
packed in my medicine pack. It wasn't, I haven't had it for two days
prior and the whole time I was away. The thing is I’m not feeling bad,
not swollen or as stiff etc. as I normally would have been immobile.
BLOOD PRESSURE Maryanne Akai
I had very high blood pressure that could not be controlled by medication
for about 5 years. I started taking stem cell nutrition, and now I no
longer have high blood pressure as a result. Praise God for stem cell
nutrition from God’s pharmacy, put together by scientists who researched
it and harvested it and concentrated the compounds that did the job of
releasing stem cells from my own body to heal itself.
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CHRONIC PAIN, ASTHMA, HEMOCHROMATSIS,
DEPRESSION
Adam Glenholmes
For several years I lived with chronic pain, fatigue, severe depression
& anxiety after a work incident which left me with two bulging discs and
one compressed disc as well as aggravating my degenerative disc
disease.. I was left without a job and told by specialists that I would not
be able to do any physical work for the rest of my life or risk not walking again and being
confined to a wheel chair (this would be before my 50 th birthday). Being on strong opioids
for my pain and strong anti-depressants, I was like a zombie without a life at all. Finding it
extremely hard to find work in a less strenuous field and the fact I had a bad back and no
experience at 40 years of age, I slowly declined into a very dark place with no hope in sight
of ever moving forward. I ended up in emergency after my Doctor put me on suicide watch
for 24hrs. After a few weeks, I started stem cell nutrition. My energy increased after a few
days, depression started lifting and I slept better. I increased my dose and within days I
noticed that my sense of smell slowly returned, as well as my sense of taste which I had
lost 8 years previous.
Within the first month, I had improved to the point my doctor reduced my anti-depressants
by half (eventually stopping them completely). After several months my chronic pain subsided substantially, although if I overdo things, it can be aggravated. However, I can now
enjoy life once again and occasionally go fishing with my son which was impossible before.
I also suffer from Hemochromatosis (high ferritin levels which affects my organs and can
lead to major health problems). There is no known cure and every 2-4 months I had to go
through venesection (bloodletting). I haven’t had to do this for ages now and my blood
tests are very positive. I used to get colds and flu regularly and I had been hospitalised for
pneumonia a few times. Every time I got sick my asthma would get worse. Since being
on stem cell nutrition, I have had no hint of asthma or even a cold.
There are many other improvements in my health, but I am happy to say I am off all pain
medication. I will definitely take these products for the rest of my life to prevent any further illnesses in the future and to maintain optimum health – the key to living a happier and
more fun loving life.
DISC PROLAPSE, SCIATICA Rodney Jones, Brisbane
In 1997 I had 2 discs prolapse in my lower back causing sciatica down
my left leg so bad that I could barely walk. I was told by my Orthopaedic Surgeon that this was a degenerative condition and there was
no fixing it. I tried numerous painkillers over time, but had to stop as
they had caused a lot of problems with my digestive system which
limited my diet, so for the next 10 years or so, lying down was my
only relief. I was introduced to stem cell nutrition approximately 4 years ago. I was
sceptical at first, but things started to improve – very slowly at first, but I could feel the
difference. After about 3 months I was getting feeling back in my shin and the pain was
slowly easing. Within 12 months I was almost fully functional again - within limits (I still
can’t stand for long periods). I progressively improved and now am able to walk with
confidence again with no pain and am slowly building up my fitness levels once again. I
am so grateful for these products.
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COPD, EMPHYSEMA, HIATUS HERNIA Anne Boyes
2 1/2 years ago I started to get very tired quickly and got out of breath
with little to no exertion. As a volunteer at the Community Centre I
just put it down to ageing until a few people asked if I was ill. 2016
was a very bad year after seeing different doctors and specialists with
different diagnoses, in and out of hospital, from being checked and
treated for asthma, adrenal failure, high BP and 3 pre syncopal
episodes, with doctors not agreeing what could be wrong. Then after
thorough examinations I was allowed home after more inconclusive

results. In January 2017 I was referred to a Pulmonary Specialist. This doctor was thorough and very easy to talk to. He prescribed, showed me the applications and gave me the
diagnosis of COPD. He also gave me puffers. Apparently this was caused by long term
passive indoor smoking, probably from childhood. The result of the scan he sent me for
also showed mild Centrilobal emphysema. Also a small hiatus hernia.
I have continued to since improve. In April 2018 I was reviewed by my Pulmonary
Specialist and during the course of the consult I asked him if there had been any improvement. His words to me were that he was amazed, he had never come across such a
tremendous improvement in a year!! Well, I couldn't help myself, I produced my
company brochures— he smiled. I insisted it was thanks to him and the product.
My hairdresser asked me what I was doing as he noticed an improvement in me and my
hair, my friends were commenting on how worried they had been. My skin also feels
smoother and I feel like a new woman. I started with 2 stem enhancers in the morning, I
have increased this to include another 2 at midday as well as 2 circulation boosters.. Then
in the evening I take 2 anti-inflammatories. I now feel more confident and listen and
take note of what my body tells me.
DENGUE HAEMORRHAGIC FEVER John Kennedy
I am an Acupuncturist and have been taking stem cell nutrition
for 10 years. I started taking it, hoping that it would help me with
my health after 8 years of illness following a bout of Dengue
Haemorrhagic Fever that I got in Sri Lanka.
After 4 months of being on the product my health had completely
returned to normal, and has continued to improve as the years have
gone on. After having my results, I started recommending this
product to my patients and started to see results in all areas of health.
I decided to split my efforts between promoting the product and promoting the business.
Since then my family and I have been able to have a wonderful life—we have been on
many overseas holidays, paid off all of our credit cards, been able to save and invest for
our future and this is only the beginning, so we are looking forward to a very bright future
with these products.
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BROKEN WRISTS, BROKEN LEG, DEPRESSION
Olympia Kallman.
In 2016, I had an accident and I broke both of my wrists and right leg
which left me in a much compromised position. I could not pick up a
utensil to eat, clean myself, etc. The cast on the right arm was
awkwardly applied which resulted in a malformed union of my wrist,
and I was in excruciating pain. As a result of the accident, I had to be in
a rehabilitation facility with mostly elderly. Without sufficient stem
cell nutrition, my recovery was very slow. The pain, in my arms and leg, combined with
the gloomy environment landed me in a deep, dangerous depression.
After 6 months and 2 surgeries later to correct the mal-union, I made it home, but I was still
gloomy. I started taking stem cell nutrition and after 4 days I felt such a major shift. It was
as if I had been living in a very dark room, and all of a sudden, someone turned the lights
on. It was a beautiful feeling of calm, focus, clarity – all beautifully wrapped. Shortly after
my improved state of mind, I began feeling more flexibility in my wrists and leg, and the
pain subsided. That’s when I knew that I would never let go of this product.
BACK PROBLEMS, PAIN, DEPRESSION, MIGRAINES,
NEURALDGIA, SCIATICA, ETC. Alison Jury
I was born in 1936. Since starting on the stem cell nutrition in 2010,
I have stopped all my pain, depression, anti-inflammatory, nerve and
migraine medication, within about 7-14 months AND I Have My Life
Back!! At the age of 25, I started having back problems, giving
me severe pain and after 3 serious back operations, I still had very little
relief. I also endured sciatica pain, regular suicidal depression and
neuralgia—a dreadful nerve pain. After 12 months, I started biking
further each week, also dancing more and enjoying more swimming.
In the last few years (aged 79) I have thoroughly enjoyed 15-19km bike
rides almost EVERY MORNING, swimming, often twice daily in summer and once daily
in winter... Plus dancing (New Vogue) 2-3 times weekly. Yes... I always say as a joke, "I can
bottle up my energy and sell it" LOL.
Six weeks ago, in a freak accident, my bike slipped away from under me. To my surprise, I
ended up in hospital for 10 days with 5 broken ribs and a cracked shoulder blade. The next
day I started on stem cell nutrition. I worked my way up to 8 capsules per day, plus 4
anti-inflammatories per day also including lots of pain relief; gradually bringing in the
circulation booster when I came home. Laying down and moving were excruciating as you
can imagine and I'm sure I was rattling with all the nutrition.
After 2 1/2 weeks and severe pain, I rapidly healed with the products— to the doctors’ and
physio's amazement. By week 6 1/2 I was ready to go dancing and swimming. I weaned
myself off all pain relief and there is no stopping me again. I am very happy and grateful, I
started on this fantastic nutrition and I will NEVER go off them. I feel 60 yrs. young again
and that's thanks to my daughter Raelene Jury who said to try these capsules for just one
year like she did. We are now at year 7 1/2.
Roll on the next 20 or 30 years for me with these products. My moto is ... "If you haven't
got your health... you haven't got anything!!”
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SKIN FACE INFLAMMATION & RASHES.
Ramiah Selwood, Gold Coast

This is me in 2016/17, with a dreadful
detox/immune reaction to toxins being
released after a root canal removal late
2015. The itching, burning-sensation, swelling and rashes varied in intensity for over 2
years. The only thing that helped a little,
was a fortnightly galvanic spar treatment
but if I didn’t have the treatment, the rash
would return with a vengeance. In July 2018, I was introduced to stem cell nutrition.
Within a few weeks of taking 4 capsules daily, my skin cleared up and has improved and
been clear ever since. I’m so grateful; what a relief after 2 years of irritation, pain and
embarrassment. I continue to take stem cell nutrition today as it’s helping improve my
eyesight and energy levels too.
Most skin irritations come from an internal imbalance; in my case an overload of toxins
produced by a 30-year-old root canal. Often to clear the skin, you must start at a cellular
level and clear from within, not just apply creams externally.
My wife and I introduced stem cell nutrition to several of our friends because we care for
them and wanted them to gain the benefits. too. The end result… we’ve earned enough
money to easily pay for our products. Everyone wins!
DEBLITATING BACK PAIN - CANAL STENOSIS DISC DEGENERATION. Maz
I have had severe and debilitating back pain, with canal stenosis, disc
herniation and disc degeneration for 17 years now—14 of those years
I was on 200mg of morphine a day. I have now been on stem cell
nutrition for about 3 weeks. I can now stand for longer, weed the
garden, walk through department stores and sleep without pain when I
move at night. This is totally awesome for me, as I was told that
the prognosis was that the condition would worsen over time. I am not back to jogging and
running yet, but to have made this much progress after 17 years of no hope for a bright
future, and in only after a few short weeks, I’m more than impressed and optimistic,
especially after reading about the recovery of others.
HAIR - REGROWTH & BACK TO ORIGINAL
COLOUR Graham Scattergood
One of our IBO’s, Nat, noticed that there was a lot of
hair on her husband Graham's head recently whilst
doing some painting around the house. So, Nat got a
photo of Graham on the day of their daughters wedding
which was on the 1st of April, 2017. The second photo 1st April, 2017
14th July, 2017
was taken on the 14th July (3 1/2 months later.) Not
only has it grown back since using stem cell nutrition, it is also going back to it's original
colour!
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PERIODONTAL DISEASE, HOT SWEATS, BRAIN FOG, ARTHRITIS,
ANTI-AGEING,
Marita Mason

In 1998 I had arthroscopic surgery on my knee. My knees were pretty
shot after playing a lot of tennis, squash, indoor cricket, surfing etc. I
was told by the Surgeon that if I kept playing tennis on hard courts, or
singles, I could end up in a wheelchair. I started taking stem cell nutrition in 2007 and within a few years was able to play competition tennis
again—(singles and on hard courts). I have not had arthritic symptoms
or joint pain since. I also suffered with periodontal disease for many years with bleeding and receding gums. This is now a thing of the past.
Many things have changed for me since first taking the products—no more “hot
sweats” brain fog or cold hands & feet. I feel that I’m just not aging like other people
(I turned 69 recently). Even my thinning eyebrows grew back and I still don’t wear
glasses. I am passionate about natural health and recommend these products to all my
clients to speed up the healing process and as they hold a very high “frequency”. My
mum died of cancer in 1983, so prevention is a high priority. As far as I’m concerned,
there’s nothing like stem cell nutrition to keep you dynamic, youthful and happy.
ANTI-AGEING, NO PAIN FROM DENTAL IMPLANT,
BUSINESS Sandra Barnsley
I found out about stem cell nutrition in 2009. I was over the moon
about finding a product that could release your own stem cells— a
cutting edge product unlike anything else. I decided to take it as a
preventative, as I wanted to stay in good shape and to slow down
the ageing process which I believe I have done.
I was so excited about what this could do for people so decided to do it as a business.
Over the past 11 years, I’ve been able to help so many people and at the same time,
generate an income. I was recently in Bangkok for some dental work where I had an
implant (drilling into the bone and placing the metal post for the tooth to attach to). They
gave me 2 lots of pain killers to take away with me. I had thought the pain would kick in
when the injection wore off, but surprisingly I never had to use them because instead I
dosed up with these products back in my room.
LEAKY GUT, RSI, ASTHMA Joss Martin
At the age of two I had mumps, chicken pox, measles and scarlet fever one after the other. This left me with a depleted immune system and
severe asthma. After a childhood of bronchitis and many medications,
I developed leaky gut syndrome, arthritis in fingers and inflammatory
pain throughout my body, and still dependent on asthma medication.
I have tried many natural remedies which helped, but none gave the
confidence to drop medications. After a short time using stem cell
nutrition, I noticed that the RSI and leaky gut had corrected themselves
and asthma symptoms decreased as the scarring in my lungs began
repairing. Now, using all the products, I have had a huge leap forward in health. I feel
free, knowing I no longer depend on medications to live an active life. I am so grateful
for these products.
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OSTEOARTHRITIS, SON’S DEPRESSION, THYROID
Meriet Patterson
I have osteoarthritis and couldn't use my hands with all the pain, but
now, thanks to stem cell nutrition, I can do all my daily work as normal
without any pain.
My son suffered from severe depression and 2 weeks ago he finally
agreed to take the product. Richard takes 2 capsules twice a day and is
a totally different person. His mood is better and he talks and laughs which is like music
to my ears – I have my son back! This is a massive change and even the doctors at the
mental health clinic cannot believe what they see. Our home doctor stopped his thyroid
tablets and said his blood tests now shows his thyroid is ok. Well, we do see the specialist
on Monday and will hear what they have to say and that’s from Graves' disease. Maybe
that is also cured—who knows. He has to go for more blood tests.
CAR ACCIDENT & LUNGS Rose Marie Harding.
I have only had one working lung since I was in a bad car accident in
2004. In 2017 (14 years later) my sister Christine Campbell introduced me to stem cell nutrition after she had fantastic results with her
lungs after taking it herself. Late last year I had my usual doctor
visit and while there he announced that I NOW have TWO working
lungs!! ….not fully functioning, but definitely working. I will continue taking stem cell nutrition and see if it will continue to heal and
hopefully soon can be fully functioning. I have only been taking 2 capsules every day.
LONG TERM SINUS PROBLEM Angela Isard
After being on stem cell nutrition for about 2 weeks taking all 3
products, my sinus affecting my nose, throat and ears that I have had
as long as I can remember—maybe even for 50 years has cleared up.
I always had a bit of congestion and felt stuffy in my nose and it
made my voice sound funny at times. I also had ringing in my ears.
After a fortnight, I was not expecting anything, but I noticed that
when I blew my nose it was cleared and I was able to breathe like I
have never breathed so well like that before. I can’t hear the ringing in my ears anymore.
Stem cell nutrition has cleared it all. I am still learning so much about these products.
HEMORRHOIDS, RSI, STOMACH ULCERS

John Vanderzee

I had terrible hemorrhoids for 20 years and it was slowly getting worse.
At times I could not work because of the pain. After two weeks on stem
cell nutrition, I noticed that they shrunk to the smallest they had ever
been. I also noticed that my repetitive strain injury in my left thumb I
had for 5 years started freeing up. I had a history of stomach ulcers that
my father also suffered from and for which he had to have surgery. I
was hospitalized once because of it. Whenever I missed a meal, I
would suffer from severe stomach pains for about 16 hours. Since taking stem cell nutrition, this has now radically improved.
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CANCER Xavier Avogniko
On the 10th February, 2018 I was diagnosed with Stage 4 terminal
cancer (Hodgkin Lyphoma). The tumour was wrapped around my
heart, spread metastases to the spine and I was given 2 months life
expectancy.
I tried many natural treatments costing $1,000 a week but only
noticed small improvements. However, I stretched my life expectancy to 4 months, but the cancer still grew in size. I almost lost faith
in natural healing. On 29th June I was rushed to the hospital. My heart stopped beating for
1.5 minutes. This experience led me to the decision to start with chemotherapy. The doctors said
it was already too late but I didn’t want to give up
and insisted on fighting. I was given very strong
chemotherapy with extremely low survival rate.
Fortunately a friend recommended stem cell nutrition to me and I started on a dose of 8 of the
enhancer and 4 of the anti-inflammatory. After
only 4 days my pain disappeared and I had much
more energy and mental clarity, with a massive
increase in life force and vitality.
Healing progress of my spine after 5 months
The only side effects I experienced
were mood changes; hair loss; blood in urine for 3 days; discoloured
and fragile nails and sensitive skin. I was vibrant with stem cell
nutrition despite chemotherapy.
I am still in remission after 6 months. I am feeling better than ever,
living my second life. Thanks to stem cell nutrition. It is now my
mission to spread the word.
DIABETES, BLOOD PRESSURE, ANEURISM. NIGHT
VISION, BRAIN WORKING BETTER George Croad
I have been living in Thailand for five years now. My health had
been good, but then I got a pain in my back. My Chiropractor sent
me for an x-ray and I was told that I had an AAA, aortic aneurism—
a serious life threatening problem. I had been dialoguing on the
internet with Tony Hayden-Smith, a man I respected as a straight
shooter. I came home to Australia, and my son and his girlfriend arranged everything for
me and I was operated on in Brisbane, by a wonderful group at Royal Brisbane Hospital. I
started taking stem cell nutrition, the circulation booster and the anti-inflammatory products
and Wow!! I am a diabetic— my symptoms disappeared, my skin improved, my blood
pressure dropped, my brain started to work better, my night driving eyesight improved. But
most important, on getting my check up at the hospital, I was told my aneurism was now
not leaking. I was very relieved……. I am so grateful to Tony for making me aware of the
products and their massive benefits.. Also need to thank my son and his fiancé, for their
sterling care.
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DETACHED RETINAS, BLOOD PRESSURE, PAIN, ARTHRITIS
LEG CRAMPS, BETTER SLEEP
Peggy Zumbaum

I had detached retinas and had to have immediate surgery for each eye. I
was told I would never read again. Other issues included arthritis in my
fingers and back, high blood pressure around 200/100 and, for a number
of years suffering from an injury in my right knee as well as leg cramps
at night. That’s all gone away since I’ve been on stem cell nutrition.
I can read again! The flashes and floaters have disappeared from my vision and the tightness in my eye has gone away. Now I’m on the computer all day long, every day. My
arthritis no longer causes me pain, and I have a lot more flexibility.
I also get a good night’s sleep every night and those awful leg cramps are gone. My blood
pressure remains at a normal 120/80 and there is no more pain in my knee or my feet. I
can’t believe the energy and stamina I have now! My hair was snow white, but it’s regaining its darker colour and I’ve even lost six inches off my waistline, although I haven’t done
anything other than to make sure I take stem cell nutrition.
BLINDNESS, ARTHRITIS, ULCER, BUNIONS Thelma Martin
I am 92 years young and I have been dealing with many chronic health issues. I had been
sick so long that sometimes I just wished to die. I was completely blind in one eye, and the
other eye had only 40% vision at best. The doctors said there was no chance I would
recover my sight. I also had problems with my hands, which were curved like I was trying
to catch a baseball, and were constantly cold for the past 3 years. I could not move them
and there was no way I could get them warm. I also had an ulcer on my ankle since I was
18 that would break into a running sore every year. My other foot had great big bunions on
it.
I knew that something would come up that would help me. Then, two months ago a friend
brought me some stem cell nutrition. I began to take two capsules every six hours, three
times a day. On the second day, I began to feel heat in the palm of my hands, and on the
third morning when I woke up, my hands were as straight as a 35 year old’s. They were
very warm and have not been cold since. The ulcer on my ankle has healed. There is no
tightness or redness.
My legs have straightened out and feel like my old legs again. But the biggest thing for me
is my eyesight – I can now see out of my eye that was totally blind. I can see everything in
the room and I can walk around the house without touching a piece of furniture. I feel
that it is a miracle, and I am so happy that I wish I could tell this to millions of people – especially the older people. I have so much energy, and I feel better than I did when I was 5 0.
EYE PRESSURE Graham Scattergood, Tasmania
I was sent to the Eye Specialist after pressure was discovered while
having an eye test. The Specialist confirmed the pressure and recommended that I return after 3 months. When I returned in 3 months, I was
told that the pressure had decreased and they wanted to see me in another
3 months. I am now taking 2 capsules of stem cell nutrition twice a day.
After 3 months, I had another check-up and my pressure had dropped
from 31 to 24. They want to see me in another 3 months. I am thrilled with the results.
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IMPROVED VISION, KNEE PAIN, WRINKLES Susan Davidson
My eyesight improved from taking stem cell nutrition. My prescription
reverted back to 2 years ago and my distance vision improved. It was age
related which does not improve normally. I can walk without limping and
am now able to continue playing competition badminton again when I
was previously told that would not be possible. I noticed vast improvements in my knee pain and could walk and kneel on them without pain.
My finger was also arthritic and I could not bend my middle finger. If I clasped my hand
into a fist, I then found that I could finally bend it. My wrinkles started disappearing too
and people commented how much better I looked. I also stopped many of my other
prescription medications for various conditions and the money I saved I take stem cell
nutrition instead. My right hip needed replacement and it is now improving I can hold it off
as the pain has reduced and only has slight restriction.
TYPE 2 DIABETES, WEIGHT LOSS, VARICOSE VEINS,
DIABETIC GANGRENE Oakbourne Akai
I was introduced to stem cell nutrition by Adelina and I had Type 2
diabetes, obesity, kidney disease, cholesterol, heart problems and was
on 6 different medications.
I could hardly walk and very exhausted most of the time. After
several months on the products, I noticed my diabetes improving and I lost weight that
enabled me to have more energy to walk more. I also had severe varicose veins that would
at times burst and blood would spurt out. Over time, the varicose veins diminished
remarkably. I was also able to stop 3 of my medications. I was put on a special diet by the
hospital which also helped me with my diabetes. But my heart could not handle the rapid
weight loss and I was unable to walk much. I went back on the stem cells nutrition and I
was able to walk again.
One day, I brought a man to Adelina’s house who
had diabetic gangrene. One leg was black on the
right shin and the other leg was wrapped in a
bandage. It was an open wound from diabetes that
could not heal which he had for 30 years. He took
the stem cell nutrition and in a few months, both
his legs were back to normal. Color returned back to the leg and the wounds healed up. He
has since moved interstate and we could not get his before and after pictures.
GASTRIC REFLUX, THYROID, WEIGHT LOSS,
CIRCULATION Dave Humphrey
After 3 weeks on stem cell nutrition, my gastric reflux
disappeared. No more acid came up to burn my throat at night any
more. My thyroid gland problems reduced and I can eat chocolate
biscuits without putting on weight. I lost 5 kilos in 5 months and did
nothing different. I had more energy and had more strength pulling the
trailer by hand at the markets; dandruff is not so noticeable which
probably means my liver is functioning better. Circulation improved. Cartilage in my
knees, shoulders and elbow is better. I can pull my seatbelt now with one hand.
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RECOVERY FROM STROKE Lauralee Sweeney
It was 1 month after my 39th Birthday. I was a single mum with
two babes ages 3 & 5 yrs. 30th March 2016 I survived an
Ischemic Stroke in the Left Cerebellum. This Stroke created
severe dizziness, headaches, nausea with the added bonus of
convulsive vomiting. That was just the beginning. Additionally I
had difficulty walking, trouble with co-ordination, double vision, tremors and my speech
was equivalent to sounding drunk.
Prior to my stroke I led a very physically active lifestyle. I was training in HIIT, obstacle
course racing, Kick boxing as well as being a very popular massage therapist, often booked
out weeks in advance. By the third day of my journey to my new self I was taking 2 or
more capsules daily of the stem cell nutrition.
By day 3: I was feeling more connected to myself. I wanted to sit up and regain a part of
myself again. All I wanted to do was have a shower and go to the toilet unassisted. Fast
Forward to day 6 and I could walk 50 metres.
Fast forward 2 yrs. and the picture of my former self, the stroke survivor single mum of 2
babes is now very different. I still have some ongoing recovery symptoms, such as fatigue
and occasional slurred speech. However I am back to being my very active self. I attend
boxing training in a HIIT session of 45 minutes, 4-5 times a week. I am a very successful
healer in my own right in massage, kahuna bodywork and intuitive healing.
On a daily basis, without question I incorporate the stem cell nutrition into my routine
including pre and post work out. The benefits for me, outnumber the words on this page. I
believe in the healing plasticity of the brain, the healing capacity of the body, good
nutrition, the healing power of physical touch and the ultimate benefit I have experienced
with stem cell nutrition. My Ischemic Stroke and Heart Surgery do not define me.
My babes are thriving, as I do incorporate the stem cell nutrition into their diet once a
week. I have found this grounds them, makes them more likable and enhances their emotional stability.
MOOD ELEVATION, ENERGY AND ATHLETIC
PERFORMANCE
Rachel Amendolia
I am a 51 year old Yoga and Meditation Teacher. I have been using
stem cell nutrition since 2010. It helped me to enjoy the most wonderful uncomplicated pregnancy and post natal period at 44 years old. I
have found that it has acted as a natural mood elevator for me. It gives
me the steady energy in my daily life, great sleep and an overall health
that I am so happy with. I have 2 teenagers and a seven year old that I
am able to keep up with in all their activities. I am an active bushwalker, mountain
climber and I am learning to surf at my age. As a Yoga Teacher, I have found that I have
excellent endurance and recovery in the classes that I teach and attend and can easily keep
up with others generations younger than I am. I feel that taking this amazing nutrition raises my vibration on all levels. I recommend it to anyone who needs help to heal and to anyone who wants to take their health to the next level.
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HEART ATTACK

Roger Rueda. Philippines

"I had a severe incident of a heart attack last March 9, 2012 at around
9:30 am. I was rushed to UST Hospital and was under the care of a
cardiologist. It really almost cost me my life. I found out that some of
my arteries from my heart have atherosclerotic plaques. My blood
sugar count was 240. I was confined at the Cardiovascular Unit of
the hospital and was released later on March 19, 2012.
By July 2012, I was back to work and by September, my cardiologist asked me to take out
all of my medications after a series of laboratory tests and consultations. My cardiologist
remarked that my recovery from a massive heart attack (though not yet complete) was so
far the fastest among his patients. Up to now I still continue consuming 2 servings of stem
cell nutrition and still see my doctor at least every 4-6 months.
Thank God for the discovery of a stem cell enhancer and for our own adult stem cells."
HERPES

Anne Corney

I am 56 years old and for 14 years every time I was stressed I would
have an outbreak. I would get severe lower back pain then days later a
cluster of blisters—ouch. It was very painful and very sore and would
be two weeks before the outbreak cleared up . Since being on stem cell
nutrition, I have slight back pain and no blisters, so I am hoping that
soon I will have no pain at all.
SINUS Elaine, Australia
I am 74 years old and for 60 years I have had severe lung problems. I could hardly breathe.
I was actually drowning in the mucus in my lungs. I also had suffered from blocked sinus
which is very painful. Taking stem cell nutrition was the best decision I made. Within four
days my sinus problem was cleared; after 4 weeks I started to cough up a large amount of
mucus - it was different than usual. I could actually pull out the mucus from my throat. It
was about six inches long. I continue to do this - my breathing is clearer than ever.
Blowing in my breathing meter, I had jumped from 300 to 350. I can now breathe without
hearing the rattling in my chest. Thanks to stem cell nutrition I now can do so many more
activities. It´s truly a blessing.
HAIR - REGROWTH

Before stem cell nutrition
After 11 months on stem cell
nutrition

Mark Anderson
Queensland,
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BACK PAIN - ARTHRITIS - SAVED CAT'S LIFE Jan Ault, Indiana,

I had such severe back problems that at times I could not stand up
straight. I suffered from five degenerated disks, arthritis in my
spine, chronic sciatic nerve problems, and frequent muscle
spasms. A friend gave me some stem cell nutrition. Within an
hour of taking it, I felt a remarkable difference in my back. I was
amazed at how fast it had worked.
I used to have floaters in my eyes, but not anymore. After taking stem cell nutrition, I
can now concentrate better. My hair is coming in darker and my overall focus, stamina,
and mobility have improved. It has enhanced my quality of life.
Charlie Love is my twenty-one year old cat, who has a heart murmur. One day he went
into congestive heart failure. Nobody expected him to survive. Charlie's breathing was
laboured, and he had no energy or appetite. Stem cell nutrition started a remarkable turnaround for Charlie. Four months later, he is active, jumping and playing. His joint stiffness is much improved. His fur has become soft and fluffy, his eyes bright and alert like a
young
cat.
stem
cell
nutrition
saved
my
cat's
life.
BACK PAIN - ULCERATIVE COLITIS

Merlie Kluver, Washington,

"I will be seventy-one years old soon. Since I was 21, I have suffered from severe ulcerative colitis. All my life, I have taken drugs
for this awful disease. I also injured my back 30 years ago from
carrying my grand kids in high chairs up and down the steps. My
sciatic nerve and slipped disks have given me a lot of pain. These
conditions have plagued my body for a very long time. Recently,
the colitis and the back problems have gotten worse. Increasing
pain in my sacroiliac joint worked its way around to my groin area, making it next to
impossible to lay, sit, walk, or sleep. The pain was excruciating, and I didn't know what to
do. I visited my chiropractor, regular doctor and an orthopaedic surgeon. After taking
x-rays and MRI’s, it became clear that my vertebrae were not lined up. Pins needed to be
inserted and bone taken from my hip to stabilize my spine, because a disk was torn,
bulging, pressing, and hurting. Even so, I was afraid to have the surgery.
A close family friend called to suggest that I try stem cell nutrition. My husband and I
decided it was worth a try. The pain gradually decreased over a month, until I became
completely pain free. I was able to go out and work in my garden. I'm back at the club
where I walk, lift weights, do exercises, and aerobics. I used to be limited to what I could
do inside, vacuuming and other housework, but now I can do anything, anywhere.
I have had no problem with colitis since taking the stem cell nutrition. I'm so grateful we
found out about it after so many years of colon problems and back pain. I catch myself
doing things that I can't believe I'm doing! There's no more pain!"
The company do not make claims of cure/prevention or healing. The users do!
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SWINE FLU - PNEUMONIA - NAILS - HAIR - KNOTS IN MUSCLES - SKIN.
I was diagnosed with COPD about ten years ago. In July 2009 I contracted Swine flu and
pneumonia, I was in a coma for 3 days, and my stay in hospital was 2 weeks. When I was
released, I found I was gasping for breath when I walked. I could walk 3 houses and I had
to sit down. I was looking on the net one day and discovered stem cell nutrition. The
more I read the more I was intrigued. I found a distributor and got a bottle.
After 12 days I could walk without having to stop to breath. The knots of muscle in my
back relaxed. I noticed my nails getting stronger, my hair thickened up, my skin has
become smooth and healthy. My worry lines become faint now they´re nearly gone. I had
2 numb toes on my foot with the circulation booster and stem cell enhancer I don't have
numb toes anymore. I feel it´s a miracle in a bottle.
Debbie, NSW Australia
VISION - HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE - ARTHRITIS,
LEG CRAMPS. Peggy Zumbaum. R.N., B.S.N., (Retired)
I had detached retinas and had to have immediate surgery for each
eye. I was told I would never read again. Other issues included
arthritis in my fingers and back, high blood pressure around 200/100
and, for a number of years suffering from an injury in my right knee
as well as leg cramps at night. That's all gone away since I've been
on stem cell nutrition. I can read again!
The flashes and floaters have disappeared from my vision and the tightness in my eye
has gone away. Now I'm on the computer all day long, every day. My arthritis no longer
causes me pain, and I have a lot more flexibility. I also get a good night's sleep every night
and those awful leg cramps are gone. My blood pressure remains at a normal 120/80 and
there is no more pain in my knee or my feet. I can't believe the energy and stamina I have
now! My hair was snow white, but it's regaining its darker colour and I've even lost six
inches off my waistline, although I haven't done anything other than to make sure I
take stem cell nutrition.

WHITETAIL SPIDER BITES

Te Miringa Giffiths Kaikohe, New Zealand

My name is Te Miringa Griffiths. I am 61 years old. In October 2012. I was bitten by a
white tailed spider 3 times on the same leg. The doctors advised me that I could lose my
leg (amputation). I was also advised that it would take up to 8 months for my leg to come
right. My huge, puffy, swollen, red leg, that looked like it would have gone purple, if I was
not introduced to stem cell nutrition.

I was introduced to stem cell nutrition in November 2012. Within 3 days of taking the
product, my leg reduced in size, and the colour came back to normal. I have also noticed
that I have more energy... I am not using my asthma pumps as often as I used to.
Other people have told me "that I'm looking good". I tell them "they too can look good".
...watch this space... ...to be continued...
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PSORIASIS - DIABETES - BLOOD PRESSURE - KNEE
REPLACEMENTS
Nancy Edmiston, L.N
I have been a nurse for forty five years, raised four children and
helped raise a grandchild. I'm the proud granny of six and the great
granny of four and want to be around to see another generation. I am
approaching the age when health takes on a whole new meaning. I
now realize that I am not invincible. In the past, I lived without worrying about the consequences to my body, and now I am reaping what
I have sown: arthritis (both knees scheduled for replacement), carpel
tunnel in both wrists, high blood pressure (high stress), diabetes (poor
poor diet, overweight, lack of exercise) and high cholesterol (poor diet). I feel tired and
worn out all the time with no energy to do the things I like because I'm consumed by the
things that are necessary. I began to look for alternatives to conventional approaches to
better health. In my searching I found stem cell nutrition. I am seeing benefits that I had
not expected.
My psoriasis has practically disappeared. I have no pain and take no medications for pain.
My knee surgery has been cancelled, my diabetes control has improved, and my blood
pressure is much better. I look forward to being around to see another generation.

RENAL FAILURE - KIDNEYS - DIABETES.

Kevin, Australia

I have some good news to report! THE STEM CELLS ARE WORKING !!!
After taking stem cell nutrition for 2 1/2 months, I had another blood test done in mid
October and got the results when I went to my lady doctor, last Friday. There had been a
significant improvement in renal function! One important marker had dropped from 15 to
9. Not bad for just 2 1/2 months!
If I can continue this improvement I will be out of the woods with my kidney problems.
Of course she was amazed and wanted to know what I had done; because none of my
previous blood tests over the last several years had never shown any sign of improvement
at all and here, suddenly, there was a significant improvement. I told her about stem cell
nutrition and of course she had never heard of it; but she was very intrigued.
You probably know of my doctor ... Sandra Cabot!! She flies her private jet down here
each week from Sydney and I went to her when I first became bad with kidney failure
and all my local doctors wanted to do was to put me on to dialysis. She at least helped
me to keep away from that; but there was no real improvement until now. I get along
very well with Sandra because I can discuss things with her, particularly alternative
treatments to the drugs, which I simply cannot do with the conventional doctors. I can
tell you that this was a "breath of fresh air" to me. So, I'm hoping for continuing
improvement, especially in the diabetes area where my pancreas needs an upgrade.
Cheers!!
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CARDIOMYOPATHY Graham Scattergood.
After my father passed away it was advised that my brothers and I have
our hearts checked to see if we had signs of the same heart problem.
Four years ago after my first check-up, the heart specialist said “YES
you have got the start of Cardiomyopathy”. He could see thickening of
the heart muscle and told me to see him again in 12 months
Not long after I started taking stem cell nutrition. I went back 12 months later and the
Specialist Dr. exclaimed “Well I can’t see any sign of it, I won’t need to see you for
another 3 years. You’re as fit as any 35 yr. old I’ve seen”. Three years later there are still
no signs of it and the Specialist has told me I won’t need to see him unless I have a
problem as he only wants to see SICK people!
I have only taken two capsules every day, and sometimes two twice a day. I used to get
irregular heart beat or racing heart from time to time which was scary. It would wake me
up at night, but this hasn’t happened since being on stem cell nutrition.
EYESIGHT—PERIPHERAL VISION, WEIGHT LOSS, SLEEP,
BLEEDING GUMS, ARTHRITIS. Shakti Selwood, Qld.

I felt I was losing my eyesight and was having to use my reading
glasses all the time, which was really frustrating, I felt the outside
of my vision was closing in, bit by bit each day over months and
years. I have been taking stem cell nutrition for 12 months now 4-6
caps per day, In the last few months I added 2 capsules of the
circulation booster daily. Wow what a difference again. I started
getting white flashes of light behind both eyes at the sides where
my vision was poor. I am still getting this a few months on.
I know this is a very superior healing with deep cellular healing. I now have my entire
visual world opening up again and am experiencing freedom in something I always took
for granted. I can see in more depth and my peripheral vision is so much clearer now.
Yippee! I have not needed to wear my glasses at all, even doing my work in Iridology.
In the first 5 months of taking the product, I lost 8 kgs and I didn’t have the cravings and
my hunger was suppressed. This has stabilised and I haven't put it back on. My energy
has increased immensely and my gums don’t bleed anymore. I am sleeping deeper and
also don’t have pain from arthritis anymore. I am so grateful for these products.
MIGRAINES

Melody Marlatt

For ten years, I’ve suffered from excruciating migraine headaches
that made my head feel like it was going to explode. The migraines
were so bad I used to take twenty to thirty aspirin tablets a day. My
doctor ordered an MRI and said I had headaches of every kind:
tension headaches, cluster headaches and migraine headaches. He
prescribed various muscle relaxants and pain medications, of which I
would take eight to sixteen pills every day. These medications dulled
the pain some, but made me sick to my stomach. I was introduced to
stem cell nutrition about two months ago, and now I don’t have to
take any pain pills whatsoever – the headaches are gone. I am just
thrilled to death!
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BETTER SLEEP, MORE ENERGY, ARTHRITIS, BURSITIS, SKIN,
HEADACHES, COUGHS & COLDS. Anne Ham

"In the eighteen months since I have been taking stem cell nutrition, I
have noticed over ten different improvements to my health. These include
better sleep; more energy; 4 yrs of arthritic pain in my elbows has gone;
bursitis in both shoulders has gone; headaches have gone from 3 a week to
3 last year; no coughs, colds or flu; better skin; stronger nails and a couple
of others too. I am so grateful for these products and will continue to take
them for the rest of my life—they are my health insurance.

CATARACT, HEARING, BRAIN TUMOUR

Ian Seitman

Seven, years ago, I was told that I only had two months to live. I had two brain tumours
and was treated with chemotherapy and radiation, which left my head numb and deteriorated my eyesight. I lost hearing in my right ear. The treatments burned my sinuses and nasal
passages, and my breathing was shallow. Some foods would cause seizures. The side
effects were worse than the disease. I sat at home under a blanket like a depressed
vegetable. I had no balance and, when I did get up, I had to walk with a cane. The best I
could do was ride a 3-wheel bike for one block before returning for a nap.
Within 12 hours of trying the stem cell nutrition, my vision got sharper, and in a week or
so, 80% of my eyesight returned. My cataract disappeared. I could breathe again. I
regained 50 percent of my hearing and my strength increased dramatically. Soon, I was
riding my bike every day for three miles. My doctor said that I had the best MRI that I had
had in five years. The stem cell nutrition is a miracle.
KNEE PROBLEMS

John Walker

I am an 84 year old retired farmer. In October last year we went on a
family holiday to NZ. While the family went on walks and excursions
they found me a seat in the park or at a coffee shop as I couldn’t keep
up with them. Looking back, I realized I was stooped, lacked
confidence, and not very mobile. I’ve had four knee operations and
wouldn't go anywhere without my walking stick. Our daughter kept
urging me to write out my history to be read at my funeral. She didn’t think I would be
around much longer. We started stem cell nutrition in November 2017. After 2 months
my spirits lifted and I no longer needed my walking stick, and I was standing much
straighter.
Today I feel confident to go out to the farm and help out. In January I was left looking after
the farm. 150 lambs became fly blown, so rather than see them die, I crutched them. Last
week (March) I spent about 5 hours a day burning a paddock in preparation for seeding.
This was over rough ground and my knees gave me no trouble. I would never have been
able to do any of this before stem cell nutrition.
Our latest comment from a grand-daughter was “Grandad—you’re standing up straight”.
My family and friends are amazed at the difference stem cell nutrition has made to my life.
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LIVER SPOTS FADING AWAY, BURN

Maryanne Maldonado

Shortly after beginning the stem cell nutrition, I happened to burn myself on a hot coffee
pot. Within minutes, a huge blister appeared – a bubble filled with fluid. Later that
afternoon, I looked down at my finger, and the one-inch bubble was completely gone. In
fact, I couldn’t remember which finger had burned! I was amazed that an injury could
heal up so quickly.
Six months after I added the stem cell nutrition to my regime, I noticed the liver spots on
my hands and wrists slowly fading – I’ve never heard of this happening. It appears my
body is healing itself slowly and consistently from the inside out. My husband, age fiftyfour, noticed after three weeks using the stem cell nutrition that the dark spots on his face
gently washed off when cleaning his skin. The skin underneath was brand new. We had
no expectations when we started the stem cell nutrition, but we are happy with the results.
DESERT STORM VETERAN— PAIN IN BACK, HEAD, MUSCLES, JOINTS,
SLEEPING, CHRONIC FATIGUE Jim Duncan
I am a thirty four year old ex-Marine who served in Desert Storm. For ten years, I’ve
suffered from Gulf War Syndrome, resulting in extreme pain in my back, head, muscles
and joints, sleeping problems and chronic fatigue.
Neither the doctors, all military specialists, nor homeopathic gurus have been able to help
me. I came to believe the pain was there to stay, and I would just have to live with it.
After taking stem cell nutrition, all I can say is wow!! I no longer have severe back and
joint pain. I enjoy more energy and better focus. I sleep better and feel great. If only I’d
found it sooner! I know stem cell nutrition is helping my system to rebuild. I’ve seen
what it’s doing for a lot of folks just like me. Thanks to stem cell nutrition, I now have
my life back. I will take it forever because it is truly a blessing.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS. Christi Holman.
I was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis about seven years ago and suffered from fatigue
and memory loss. The doctors started me on daily injections immediately, which I took
for about a year and a half. My body did not have much reaction to those and I had
another MRI. The multiple sclerosis seemed to be progressing, so the doctors wanted me
to change medications.
I began a different series of injections, one every three days. I would be down for two
days after each injection. Those were bad. I suffered through that regimen for about a
year before finding some alternative therapy. I was drinking carrot juice and that seemed
to help quite a bit, so I quit having the injections. But after two years, carrot juice wasn’t
enough, so when I found out about stem cell nutrition, I decided to try it.
The very first night I took it, I could feel a difference. I not only slept well, but I woke up
very early the next morning, which was unusual for me since fatigue was my biggest
symptom. Now, with stem cell nutrition, my fatigue is lessening and my memory is
beginning to get better. I rest much better now and I recommend stem cell nutrition to all
of my friends.
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CANCER, DIABETES, SLEEP Peter Tarawa Tikipunga, New Zealand
"I had cancer removed from the left ear lobe internal ear canal 5 years ago. Then it was
found after two operations that were successful, that I had cancer of the larynx. That was
four years ago. I had radiotherapy and was told it had cleared. Two years on, my voice
went croaky and speech was hard. A cancer check showed that the voice box was eaten
away by cancer.4 or years ago I had to have my voice box totally removed
(laryngectomy) at the Whangarei Hospital. When all this happened I took 9 months to get
well enough to go back to work. I lost a lot of weight, found it hard to eat normal meals,
swallowing was hard, most food had to be pureed fine which I did not like. I was stomach
sick most days and my bowel motion had a lot of gas release backside, also a lot of
mouth burping. I was very uncomfortable most days but I managed to work full time on
my job as a machine operator with the same company for 30 years. The Company is
McBreen Jenkins who had a name change to Transfield Services. I also have type 2
diabetes, high blood pressure, arthritis, sore joints, nearly had to wear diapers as I was
moving towards being incontinent.
I started on stem cell nutrition on November 12 2012, only taking 2 tablets a day that
week. After an injury at work, a mower picked up a copper wire which embedded in my
right eyeball, I had an operation to remove the wire on November 8, 2012. November 9, I
was sent to Greenlane for treatment with antibiotics in my first week, then the stem cell
nutrition started from then on till today.
I feel really good, eat well, gaining weight, no tummy disorder, type 2 diabetes stable
blood sugar 4.1, 6.5, no joint pains, heaps of energy, sleep well, out all day enjoying my
outdoor activities including fishing and travel. I am very hard to be caught at home. Out
enjoying life, my eye injury is also healing ok but may have lens operation after
22.1.2013. Life is really for living and that is what I am doing. Stem cell nutrition is
something my family are wanting to get onto. They have seen me improve in less than
two months. I really like my product, it´s given me health improvement I never thought I
would see. It is so easy, you take control of your own life."
DIABETES - TINNITIS - PROSTATE DeWayne Flint USA

"I am sixty-six years old and have serious health problems. Fifteen
years ago, I was diagnosed with Type II diabetes. My average
blood sugar level has been 179. My feet, legs, and hands are
always cold and painful. In addition, I need surgery for an enlarged
prostate. I also suffer from tinnitus - a roaring and squealing in the
ears - for which specialists did nothing except suggest a hearing
aid. "Within hours of starting stem cell nutrition, my extremities
warmed up considerably and did not hurt so much. By bedtime my
glucose levels plummeted to 129. Overnight, my blood sugar levels fell another 12
points. After 2 weeks, my blood sugar stabilized in the normal range, and all discomfort
in my legs and feet disappeared.
"I no longer have an enlarged prostate - that problem ceased to exist. A sinus condition I
have suffered from and doctored since childhood is completely gone. I now enjoy a sense
of well being that I never had before. My tinnitus has improved so much that I can even
hear the whispers of my grandchildren as they tell me their secrets."
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FIBROMYALGIA - CONSTIPATION - BETTER SKIN - BETTER
SLEEP - BETTER VISION - BETTER BREATHING. Vina. WA

In October 2009, I was introduced to two products that had been
producing amazing health benefits in other countries and had
recently been introduced onto the Australian market - stem cell
nutrition. After 24 days on the products, I was feeling very disappointed because I had only been focusing on my pain problem. I
hadn't noticed a number of other things that had been happening
for me; for example, I was no longer constipated, I was no longer

getting up three or
four times a night to go to the toilet; even though I was still waking several times a night (a
result of my working night shifts as a nurse), I was more quickly getting off to sleep again;
my skin is also a little less dry. After having laser eye surgery for my vision, I found that
first thing in the morning and late at night I needed to use magnifying glasses to read. I
now seldom find that necessary. Most of my pain is caused by fibromyalgia and after I
read the testimonial where a lady treated her horse that had equine fibromyalgia with great
results I have got my hopes up that it will eventually work for me too. I can breathe deeply
too which is not often the case because I have asthma. Another huge thing I noticed
yesterday - after years of not being able to, I was able to lift my foot to give myself a
pedicure.

I now recommend everyone who tries stem cell nutrition, before starting, make a list of
all health challenges, no matter how inconsequential they may seem. That way, you
will
recognise changes as they happen, unlike me, who took ages to notice. This is an
exciting product. Give it a go. You´ve got nothing to lose and potentially a lot to gain.
As the Health Benefit TV commercial suggests; "without your health you have nothing."
20th February 2010. I have now been on the products for almost four months. All of the
above still apply. I recently went to Bali for two weeks and inadvertently left my products
behind. I very quickly came to realize just how much of a difference there had been in my
pain level. I couldn´t wait to get back on it. I have also noticed I have gone down a pants
size even though I haven´t been dieting or exercising and have not lost weight. My face
and neck are also becoming more toned. Since I´m 65 years of age, that´s a blessing. I have
a general feeling of wellbeing. Another bonus is that my fluid retention problem is almost
never a problem now, except when I drink alcohol. The dry skin problem is now nonexistent. can´t get the smile off my face.
FOOT SORES. Jim Barber Mangamuka, New Zealand
I am 71 years old and I have a bad foot that has a sore right along the side of my left foot. It
was all cracked. I have been trying all sorts of medication, but it just didn´t heal. Since I
have been taking stem cell nutrition, my foot is almost healed. I have been on the products
for just over 1 month now. I used to get up to the toilet many times during the night, that´s
stopped now. I get an excellent sleep. I used to have a broken sleep. Also my eyes have improved, and I have incredible energy levels.
This product really works for me. I can now lift my arms up above my shoulders, which I
have not been able to do for such a long time. This product is awesome.
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BACK PAIN - VISION - TASTE - BLEEDING GUMS - MEMORY
Edgar M W.A.

I am rapidly approaching 90 years of age and am amazed at the
improvement in my health in the last two weeks. Previously I was
constantly reminded of "getting old". For months my lower back has
been very painful restricting my movements in spite of numerous
Physio, Osteopathic and similar treatments. For several years my
lower legs have been shedding skin like dandruff which came off in
clouds when I scratched them or removed my socks.

I have had troubles with my eyes having had 3 operations on them. My left eye vision had
markedly declined.
I am aware that my taste had deteriorated. Believe it or not, a lack of taste can have a
significant affect on your quality of life.
Two days after starting stem cell nutrition, I discovered my left eye had made a remarkable recovery and I can now see almost as well out of it as my right eye. My back has
improved about 90% and is now causing me very little trouble. I can now bend down and
easily touch my feet. Shedding of skin from my legs has now completely disappeared and
a problem with coldness in my lower legs and feet has had a significant improvement.
For several years my white coloured toothpaste has been turning pink due to a degree of
bleeding gums. All the bleeding has now stopped and when I wash my mouth out the
toothpaste comes out white. Additionally, a tooth trouble seems to have disappeared. My
taste has made a sudden recovery, WOW!!!. I can really taste my food again and amazingly I can now taste the quality of wines again.
Only 2 weeks!!!. I feel as if I have awakened out of a dream!!!. I AM ALIVE
AGAIN and looking forward to the future, whereas previously life had just been going
on. It was difficult to get enthusiastic about anything and I was resolved to a deteriorating
quality of life. My memory which had been deteriorating is slowly improving. Things
continue to change and I don't know what´s going to happen next.
Bring on tomorrow!!!
CHRONIC BACK PAIN - DIABETES Gary Minnikin, Mooloolaba,

I have been taking stem cell nutrition since June 2013 and in
quite a short time I had relief from chronic back pain from
which I had been suffering for a number of years.
However as a Type 2 Diabetic I was a bit shocked when my
doctor asked to see me after some routine blood tests. I was
rather worried until he told me that my blood sugar results were
the best they had ever been and he asked me what I had been
doing.
I told him that I hadn't changed my diet or exercised or did anything other than take the
stem cell nutrition products.
Although he didn't know anything about the products he told me to keep taking them as
they had made such a fantastic difference.
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LUNG FUNCTION GREATLY IMPROVED
Lawrence Ashdown.
I am 75, and for many years I’ve suffered from a serious lung disease
related to emphysema. A section of my lungs captures air, but doesn't
release it, so the air expands and compresses the rest of the lung so it
can’t function well. This caused me to breathe very heavily, especially when sleeping and restricted my daily activities.
A breath analyser test and chest x-ray showed that I had lost 45 percent of my lung
capacity. The doctor said there was no activity in one section of my lungs. I was told
there is no cure and no medication for my condition. Due to medical restrictions and the
advice of my doctor, we decided against removing that part of my lung.
Within three weeks of starting on stem cell nutrition, I noticed a definite improvement. I
could walk much farther without stopping to rest. My doctor tested the oxygen level in my
blood and found it had increased. He discovered some activity in the part of my lungs that
showed none before. I am now breathing better and don’t hear that rattling sound in my
lungs. All the congestion is cleared up. Since then, I started an exercise program and even
though I push the limits, I have no soreness or stiffness in my arms, shoulders or legs.
Stem cell nutrition has given me a much brighter outlook for the future.

RECOVERING FROM MULTIPLE STROKES, CIRCULATION, LEG CRAMPS,
BLADDER & KIDNEY PROBLEMS Wilma Marlatt.
I have suffered three strokes, and after the last one I was given forty-eight hours to live. I
collapsed and couldn’t walk or talk. I lost all bladder control. Doctors said my body went
into severe ketosis. Afterwards, I had a lot of trouble with my bladder and kidneys. I also
had balance problems and would stumble around. Friends talked me into trying stem cell
nutrition. Without it, I don’t think I would have recovered as I have. I’ve regained all my
speech and my bladder control. I can walk and talk like before. I’ve gotten rid of other
problems too.
For forty years, I suffered from poor circulation – I was always cold. Even in the summer,
I had a blanket wrapped around me from the waist down, because my legs and feet felt so
very cold. After taking stem cell nutrition, I have warmth back in my legs and feet, and it
just feels so good. I’ve noticed other improvements. I used to get massive leg cramps
clear down through the thigh and the calf. Even my feet would cramp. If I would try to
yawn, I would get cramps under my chin. It was very scary. Now I don’t have any cramps
at all. I credit my recovery to stem cell nutrition.
CROHN'S DISEASE Mary M. Australia
Peter has just come out of having his colonoscopy and the results are amazing. The specialist bowel surgeon who did his major bowel surgery (when they removed 1 metre of
bowel) and first diagnosed Crohn's disease said that there is NO longer any sign of Crohn's
disease!!!
Everything looks really good and he doesn´t have to go back for another 5 years!!!
We praise God for this amazing recovery and we believe that it is God working through the
stem cell nutritional products!
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DEAFNESS RESTORED Deaf in one ear for over 2 years. Anne O. Glenfield, (80)
I began taking stem cell nutrition five days ago. From the beginning I felt much more
energy and a general sense of goodwill and positive energy. I looked forward to getting out
of bed and starting my busy day. I was able to walk briskly my morning walk, come home
and do housework, a thing I have not been able to do for a year or more.
The first day after taking stem cell nutrition, I cleaned my house from top to toe and did not
feel tired at all. It was amazing and I have continued on like this and then the first really
amazing thing happened. Now, I have a job where I sit and listen to people sometimes for
hours and then help them to see things in a different way. For just over two years, one of
my ears has become deaf. I had just got to the stage of getting a hearing aid.
Well yesterday I was with a client and I realised that I could hear him clearly. When he left,
I went to my phone and listened to the Dial Tone with my GOOD ear and then crossed
over to the usually DEAF ear. I could hear the same tone with BOTH EARS! I was so
excited; I rang my girlfriend and talked to her using my so called deaf side all the time. I
am so thrilled and I immediately wanted to share my joy. I wonder if my eyes will
improve. I shall wait and see. My back has already become less stiff and I can bend over
and pick things up off the floor and tie my shoelaces and such. I say to all who read this,
for goodness sake try it out and give it a go and who knows what miracle will happen for
you! God bless all concerned.
PHYSICAL ENERGY, MENTAL CLARITY, IMPROVED
VISION, PROSTATE PROBLEMS. Joe Ventra
I have been involved with health and nutrition for over 20 years and
after a month of taking this product I have noticed improvements in
many areas of my life. In 2018 I was deployed to the Commonwealth
Games to conduct security supervision for 3 weeks in different venues.
In that time, I walked about 160kms and worked over 150 hours in 14

days which really tested my body’s endurance levels. After the first week and of taking
stem cell nutrition and working 12 hours a day, l noticed NO lactic acid in my legs; NO
pain in knees; more energy and mental clarity than before, while the only pain was from
blisters on my feet through pounding the concrete. I was so overwhelmed with my ability
to be able to remember where guards were posted without any reference to my notepad.
After 8 weeks on stem cell nutrition l was asked to complete a work medical test, one of
which involved an eye test where you had to read a chart from a set distance in a room,
starting with both eyes and then one eye at a time. I started reading with both eyes uncovered and read the chart to the bottom, I read it with my left eye covered and then with my
right eye covered and was still able to read the chart with ease. The medical doctor replied
that she was amazed, as there were younger people that couldn’t read the chart fully.
This product has also helped with prostate issues and l am now excited to hear more
amazing testimonials coming in everyday from others, that l have introduced to stem cell
nutrition. The last thing l want to share is that every person’s results are different, but l
believe that every person needs stem cell nutrition.
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BURNS, ARTHRITIS, DEPRESSION, PAIN, IBS, SCIATICA, HAIR
REGROWTH, SINUS PROBLEMS
Keith Uns

Some years ago, I was in a bad truck accident when the truck
rolled, A fire broke out in the cabin and I was on fire from my feet to
my head, with my feet and legs getting 45 degree burns. I scrambled
out but I was dazed and ran across the road, only to fall down a 30
metre embankment, ended up breaking my back, got lots of internal and
externally injuries and very bad burns. I was lucky to survive. Over the years with love
and support and many operations, health supplements and treatments I have come SO far
from where I was.
We started stem cell nutrition in Nov. 2017. My wife and I were sick of the health problems
we both had all the time—arthritis, depression, bad circulation, aches and pains etc. After 2
months on the product, we noticed a heap of changes. It has almost stopped the aches and
pains, I feel more refreshed and my stamina is much better. At first it took a while—a lot of
toxins were released. My feet were killing me for about 3 weeks, to the point that I nearly
stopped altogether and then all of a sudden I started feeling a lot better. I’m SO So glad I
didn’t stop.
We've also found our heads are a lot clearer and are less stressed and anxious. The depression has lifted. I have had a lot of terrible joint pains and very sore back and I usually have
a lot of pain, but since taking this product things have been incredibly different. My irritable bowel and bad sciatica pain has almost gone away. I was also suffering with lots of
sinus problems and had a lot of congestion, this has almost disappeared. Stem cell nutrition
has made a huge impact on my life. Last week (5 months after starting) I looked in the
mirror and noticed I was getting brand new hair growing on the burn scar on my head. I am
getting my life back in more ways than one, physically and mentally. My wife also says
how much better she is feeling every day. May good health be with you. God Bless.
RSI, BURSITIS, ASTHMA, SLEEP, WEIGHT LOSS,
DEGENERATION IN VERTEBRAE
Pascale Ives
I had degenerative changes in my cervical and lumbar vertebrae, feet,
repetitive strain injury in my right arm with restricted movements in my
neck. The neurologist had prescribed Lyrica for nerve pain every night
and I also took Ibuprofen, sometimes daily for bursitis in my right hip
joint which was very painful.
After 6 months on the stem cell nutrition, my bursitis pain is completely resolved, my
energy levels have skyrocketed, I no longer need pain medication. For the first time in my
life, I did not experience jet lag when I travelled back from France last January and I have
more flexibility in my neck and lower back. I also sleep much better, lost 5 kilos in the last
5 months without trying and was told I look better too. My asthma is also much better.
SEVERE BACK PAIN

Peter Clark, Hervey Bay, Qld.

I was unable to do some of the simple things in life. Severe back pain
stopped me from enjoying life. Unable to garden, fish or work in my
shed, I became depressed with life, which was not me. After taking
stem cell nutrition I am back to enjoying life. Every day I am grateful to
these products for assisting my body’s innate ability to renew and
repair. I feel fantastic.
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THYROID, AUTOIMMUNE, ECZEMA, ENLARGED GOITRE
TOTAL BODY MAKEOVER
Jennifer Mancini—NSW
I was heading into a size 14 in some clothing items—I was embarrassed about my body and stuck in a rut of depression grief and false
guilt, a result of chronic stress from caring for my mother and
watching her suffer and die from cancer last year. I was diagnosed
with Auto Immune Thyroid disease. I was tired from trying so
many different supplements to help my thyroid disease. I had been
to see 2 different Doctors, a Naturopath, and a VERY expensive
specialist who could not even give me straight answer and EVEN an
initial misdiagnosis.
In the end, he placed me under the “umbrella” of Auto Immune disease, and without any
suggestion or a clue of what to do ...except “wait it out”. I was eating well, going gluten
free, meat free, grain, dairy and sugar free and on an obsessive mission to lead a chemical
free life. This all helped, but I was still lethargic, sick and could barely even hold my baby
daughter at times for short periods without shaking.
I couldn't climb my front stairs without feeling exhausted. I was sleeping and crying so
much of the time and often I didn't even want to get out of bed. I was in constant pain in
my arm and knee joints and had random spurts of sharp stabbing pains all over my body. I
was persistently sweating and had burning hot sensations all over my skin. Hand eczema
drove me insane.
My heart palpitated constantly. I lived with chronic anxiety and panic attacks. I had a
permanent "lump" in my throat which was from my enlarged goitre and I started gaining
more weight rapidly from little to no exercise as it seemed physically impossible. Brain
fog, no direction and I felt aimless! Mounds of housework would pile up. I felt as if I was
in a constant state of overwhelm. Looking back now, it actually scares me where I was
living emotionally and mentally. It wasn't living. it was merely 'existing', coping and
putting on a happy face and pretending I was 'fine'. I was ready to give up and was so
tempted at times just to reach out for the wine bottle.
Thankfully something changed. A dear friend of mine contacted me to tell
me about stem cell nutrition, and I actually felt hope again, despite being
the worlds biggest sceptic. So I started with the products. I dared to try it
and within a week, my eczema disappeared. Mental clarity and my
emotional state improved dramatically.
My energy levels started soaring back. Weeks later, gradually and gently,
symptoms lessened and lessened to the point where it gave me the drive
and energy to get back to my active lifestyle and gym, then make the
decision to compete in my first Body Building comp. - a little bucket list
dream of mine, although I had to overcome one of my Biggest Fears, Stage
Fright!
Well, I sure smashed that fear away!! I took out 4th place in both my divisions and never
felt more alive and better than I do today. I have many other dreams and hopes to fulfill still
and am loving life. Stem cell nutrition helped give me my life back. I just want to spread
the word of this beautiful Algae. I LOVE THESE PRODUCTS!!"
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I LEFT MY WHEELCHAIR BEHIND Lynn Bern
I have been in a wheelchair for the past eleven years. I have serious joint problems and a
degenerative disc disease with a separation between the 4 th and 5th cervical vertebrae in my
neck from a car accident in 1972, which left me with a 30 percent disability.
Degenerative arthritis and serious complications set in and made it difficult for me to stand
for more than three minutes at a time without severe back spasms. At home, I needed a
cane or walker and going places such as the grocery store were impossible without my
wheelchair. On top of that, my doctor recommended a knee replacement.
After five weeks of taking stem cell nutrition, I got out of my wheelchair, completely pain
free! I no longer have any pain in my knee whatsoever. After an MRI showed calcium
chipping away, I’m told there is no immediate need of a knee replacement.
I also found that stem cell nutrition increased the speed of healing. After I had a growth
removed from my eyelid, it was totally healed in three days! I never saw the bruising or
bloody tears my doctor predicted. I didn’t have to apply any ice or take anything for
discomfort. All of the swelling was gone in the first 24 hours. After that, I had a bad fall,
spraining my ankle and wrist.
I’m still amazed at the quick healing process. A recent visit with both my doctor and my
chiropractor brought the news that the disability in my neck has decreased to 10 percent
from 30 percent. I’m so happy about the improvement. I’m sleeping soundly throughout
the night without making any trips to the bathroom. Best of all, I’m out of my wheelchair
completely now – it’s packed in my basement. I can’t say enough positive things about
stem cell nutrition.

SAVING MY LIFE Terri Branch
I suffer from Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (ITP)
It began with blood in my mouth and haemorrhaging under the
skin of my lower legs. My haematologist discovered that my
platelet count was down to four thousand. A normal count is
around four hundred thousand. My doctors set up an emergency
bone marrow test, which ruled out several deadly diseases and
indicated that my spleen was destroying my platelets, thinking they were foreign intruders.
Autoimmune disorders can cause the immune system to attack in strange ways.
Removing my spleen bought me twelve years of remission. Eventually I came out of
remission when my platelet count fell to a hundred and eight thousand. I struggled to
maintain a safe level, taking high doses of steroids and other treatments, but eventually the
count fell to a critical low.
I started taking stem cell nutrition, and my platelet count rose. When it got back up to
nearly one hundred thousand, I quit taking the steroids. I expect the count to continue
rising, and I believe that stem cell nutrition is saving my life.
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KIDNEYS, ALLERGIES, APPETITE, VISION
Lorna Kellar
I am seventy-six years old, and am on kidney dialysis three times a week. Patients on
dialysis often become completely drained of strength. It is not unusual for them to suffer
deep depression. Just a month ago, I was so sick, I seriously thought about stopping
treatment.
After friends persuaded me to try stem cell nutrition, I had more energy than I could burn.
It is hard to believe that I now leave dialysis feeling as well as when I walked in. My
doctor had told me that my electrolytes were unbalanced during dialysis, but during my
last treatment, he reported that my electrolytes were perfect.
I feel like I’m back in my forties. My allergies are gone for the first time, my asthma and
COPD have improved and I am breathing much easier. I got back my appetite and enjoy
eating, especially since my sense of taste and smell has returned. All these benefits took
place in a three week period! It is hard to keep track of all the improvements. They seem
miraculous to me.
I was blind in my left eye and my right eye was blurry all the time. Since I started stem
cell nutrition, the blurring disappeared from the right eye, and the blackness in my left eye
turned to grey. I have better peripheral vision than before. I still have a hard time
believing what has taken place. I am excited about living now. I am my old self again.
I’m on fire for life, and I want every person in the world to feel as good I as I do!
FIBROMYALGIA

Dyan Hamburger. Noosa, Australia

Having moved to Noosa in 2006 I decided on a life change. Having
battled disabling pain for my whole life, enough was enough. A
wholehearted holistic approach was engaged with many amazing
people and products used - cleansing, diet change and mindset
therapy. During a chance encounter in a pet shop, I was introduced
to stem cell nutrition. I did my research and thought... its natural, it's
non-invasive and what do I have to lose.
After 58 years of daily pain I slowly began to notice small changes, my attention was not
focused on getting through the day but enjoying it.
Within 8 months Fibromyalgia was a thing of the past. After two years using stem cell
nutrition I decided that I would join the stem cell nutrition business. I now look and feel
amazing and run two successful businesses. Stem cell nutrition is an amazing opportunity. I am fully independent and run it from home. The whole process is easy, I am not
tech-savvy but I am running an online business! Honestly, I don't even think of this as
work and I am proud to introduce people and animals to the stem cell nutrition products.
As I continue to use this amazing product I am experiencing ongoing positive improvements in my health and well-being. Stem cell nutrition is an amazing opportunity. I am
fully independent and run it from home. The whole process is easy, I am not tech-savvy
but I am running an online business! Honestly, I don't even think of this as work and I am
proud to introduce people and animals to the Stem cell nutrition products.
As I continue to use this amazing product I am experiencing ongoing positive improvements in my health and well-being.
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ASTHMA, SEBACEOUS CYSTS, LUPUS, LYMES DISEASE,
BRONCHITIS, CANCER
Chrisistine C.

Christine in 2012

just after discharge
from hospital 2014

Christine 2017

On the 23rd July 2014, I was shopping and was not feeling really well.
By the time my husband got me to the doctors surgery, I was in shock
and my organs had started to shut down. I was given oxygen and prepared for transport to the base hospital, (110 kms away) Once in A&E
I was checked out and had chest x-rays which disclosed a very severe
chest infection and the lungs were full of fluid and my oxygen level
was only 45%. The Doctors were not sure if I could be saved but with
their care and medication I had improved enough to go home 5 days
later.
I was then referred to a Pulmonary Specialist and after a series of tests
was able to determine my lungs were not working to their full capacity. Then a CT Scan was done which showed that I had a 6mm nodule
in the lower right lung. Further investigation determined early cancer.
I also suffered from severe Pseudomonas for the last 3 years and
severe bronchitis and asthma since birth
A friend spoke to me about stem cell nutrition and within the first
month I noticed I had more energy and the sebaceous cysts that I
had on my feet, arms, abdomen and even between my legs, that I
had suffered from for the last 10 years, were slowly shrinking. (I was
taking 2 capsules of the product a day) At 3 months from diagnosis
I was sent for another CT Scan. My GP knew I had been taking
the product and was encouraging me not to stop taking it.

My scan results still showed the cancer but it had not shrunk or grown in size so I was
very happy My eyesight had also improved so I didn’t need to wear my glasses all the
time. Continuing 2 capsules twice a day, the cysts were getting smaller day-by-day, I was
ecstatic as I had been very uncomfortable.
I have just been for another CT Scan (6 months after my first scan) and I got the best news.
My scans showed my lung were clear, NO cancer! The Pseudomonas was also only mild
as was the bronchitis. I am sure everyone out in the Doctors waiting room heard me
scream for joy. For the last 60 days I have been taking 2 capsules morning and night and
even with my great news my Doctor has recommended I keep on it. I am due for another
check-up CT Scan in 12 months' time just as a precaution.
Update. Chris's reply after I asked how she went with her check-up and CT Scan that was
done 12 months later as a follow up. Well my lung specialist was very happy with my
health progress. My lungs are still clear from any cancer and I am much stronger now. I
have not had any flare-ups from the Pseudomonas since Sept 2016, so no trips to hospital. I can't have a double lung transplant as I have also been diagnosed with Lupus but I
don't care, I feel stronger than I have ever been in my life.
Update. 24th March 2017. After battling for 2 years with Lupus my last blood tests came
back with NEGATIVE for Lymes Disease and NEGATIVE for LUPUS. My lungs have
improved beyond any Doctors expectations or mine. I am so happy for stem cell nutrition,
I am living proof that it does work. For anyone that is struggling with health issues all I
can say is DON'T give up, give it time to do what is needed. .
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ARTHRITIS MENOPAUSE

Marilyn Stapleton, Hervey Bay

March 2009 I had severe pain in my right wrist, x-rays confirmed
RSI caused by the use of the computer mouse. Both wrists were xrayed for a comparison. Additional findings in the right wrist were
bone degeneration at the thumb joint and the onset of erosion in the
scaphoid joint.
Both wrists showed early Osteoarthritis at the base of the thumb/
wrist joints. I wore a wrist brace for 10 months to allow this RSI to
heal, but I then had continual Osteoarthritis pain in both wrists. I then started stem cell nutrition in June 2010. December 2010 the same RSI pain developed in my left wrist, now
from using the computer mouse left-handed.
March 2011 the pain was too extreme to ignore and more x-rays determined RSI. again.
Up to this time I had been taking the products for 9 months. It took only 6 months for
complete recovery from this dose of RSI. This time I did not use a wrist brace as I did not
want to lose strength and muscle tone in my left arm as I had done previously in the right.
Without a wrist brace and using my left hand/arm the pain was not as extreme as previous
in the right wrist. So I concluded that the products had speeded up the RSI healing process, dealt with the pain and shortened the length of time of the debilitation.
HOWEVER, the most exciting find in these x-rays in March 2011 was: quote "Left Wrist
- No Evidence of Arthritis" and "Right Wrist - No other Abnormality is seen". So what
this report told me was that the arthritis was gone and the bone degeneration and erosion
was repaired, after just 9 months on the products. knowing that I can stave off arthritis, a
condition I have seen in my own family as well as people in general to be so debilitating
and crippling is very exciting.
I have had some extraordinary results using stem cell nutrition for my health. Within the
first 2 days I noticed the increased energy and emotional uplift and "happy" feeling.
Slowly over a period of 5 weeks my hot flushes decreased and then stopped all together
after a 5 year sufferance of these "sweats".
I continue to have no ill-effects of menopause. For about 10 years I´d had arthritis and
pain building in my wrists, fingers and knees. On the products, this pain had been slowly
decreasing over the months and now I don´t suffer any arthritic pain at all. Being in my
early 50s and prior to stem cell nutrition I had become quietly fearful of going into older
age troubled by arthritis as some of my older family members have done.
So in all, I can happily say that I don´t have that feeling anymore of my body slowing
down and aging as it does in our 50s, I now feel agile again and energetic when I move
and just have a good sense of well being and health. I think we are considerably fortunate to have these amazing stem cell nutrition products for our greater health and longevity. We have our very own "Fountain of Youth".
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HOLE IN HEART.

Siri. Queensland, Australia

Ten years ago in Thailand I was diagnosed with a hole in my heart that required open heart
surgery to repair. Five years later I again went to my cardiologist in Bangkok who told me
I had another hole in my heart and it needed to be repaired as a matter of urgency. This was
repaired and my doctor said the hole had been getting larger. About this time a good
friend died in Bangkok having the same operation. About 18 months later during a medical examination in a Bangkok hospital before I was granted my visa to live in Australia, I
was again told by the cardiologist at another hospital that I had another hole in my heart.
I was allowed to come to Australia and told my husband that under no circumstances
would I ever have open heart surgery again. It took a long while to get over the
operation. Twenty six months ago while holidaying over in Toowoomba, Greg heard
about stem cell nutrition and we both started taking it. Taking capsules and later finding
out that wonderful things happened to a body seemed a bit too far fetched for me so during
the next twelve months, I stopped taking them twice.
In December 2015, I had an echo cardiogram and our Australian doctor said the hole was
gone but he could still see where it had been. Another thing that impressed my doctor was
that the strength of my heart beat was now an almost unheard of 74%. Another echo
cardiogram in May this year showed that there was no evidence of the hole and the
strength of the beat was now an amazing 79%. I am almost 66 and have trouble believing
my good luck. Praise the Lord and thank you for stem cell nutrition.
HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA - NEURITIS - FATIGUE
Manolita Ilumin. Philippines
At my young age of 55 years I have already undergone five (5)
operations. Firstly, I delivered all my children via caesarean
operation in three consecutive years from 1983 - 1985. My
appendix was removed on my third delivery. I was opened up
again in early 1990 to remove my gall bladder and spleen
because I was diagnosed with haemolytic anaemia.
Finally in 2003, I underwent another operation - total hysterectomy, this time to
remove my ovary and uterus because of suspected myoma. Though I have recovered from
my illnesses, the two operations had already affected my body strength and vitality. I felt
weak and fatigued, lacked energy both mentally and physically. The worst part was when I
injured my lumbar and then contacted peripheral neuritis. For years, we tried several
traditional and herbal medicines but they only provided temporary relief. We also tried
electronic gadgets and acupuncture for the nerves, but with the same temporary effect.
When I learned about stem cell nutrition, I decided to give it a try.
After finishing one whole bottle last January, I immediately experienced wellness and my
body energy was back. The pain in my lumbar was greatly lessened and my neuritis is
waning. After my third bottle, all the pains were addressed and I gained back my strength
and vitality 100%. Many of my friends even commented that I looked so young and
energetic."
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ASTHMA

Paul Davis Auckland, New Zealand.

I was born with asthma and I am now 46 years old. For years I
have suffered with asthma and allergies and my doctor told me I
would always have it! I have tried many ways to deal with my
asthma as taking steroids all your life is not good! Then in June
2012 a friend Tim, introduced me to stem cell nutrition. On the 1st
July, I went and got my full supply of drugs as it would be spring
soon and I needed to get ready for the worst time of the year! But
at the time I started taking stem cell nutrition.
By mid September, I was standing at the bench in the kitchen and it just dawned on me
that I had not been taking my meds and I thought “this can't be true”!!! So I went to my
drawer where I keep them and to my surprise all my meds were still wrapped up like I
had just been to the chemist. I was truly amazed !
I also heal much faster, I will never stop taking stem cell nutrition this is the best gift I
have ever had! .
ASTHMA - HEEL SPURS Liza Kete Okaihau, New Zealand.
Before I started taking these products, I´d had the flu and spent 4 days in bed. I finally
came right and about a month later, I got the flu again and was in bed for another 4
days. I then went to the dentist to get my wisdom tooth pulled, I was in bed for another
2 days with lots of pain. I was sick and tired of being unwell, so I rang my cousin Tom
who is a distributor of the products, and got some stem cell nutrition from him.
I also had 2 heel spurs on my left heel which gave me a lot of pain. My left wrist felt
numb often. It would get pins and needles all of the time. I also had pain in my right elbow, my right shoulder and my lower back. They all used to ache and throb 5 minutes
after I had gone to bed. I hated going to bed, I would take Panadol every time I needed a
good night´s sleep. I noticed after about 3 weeks of taking the products, that all of my
aches and pains had disappeared.
It is awesome to go to bed now, but the biggest health benefit I have experienced since
taking the product, is to do with my lungs. I have asthma and have needed to take 2
puffers twice a day in the past.
After 3 weeks on these products, my lungs had never felt so clear. I can now breathe
deeply, in and out, with no wheeze. I have only taken the puffers 3 times since being on
this product. My energy levels are incredible and sustainable all day and every day. My
mind is a lot more clear and balanced, I feel more mellow.
I highly recommend these products to every one who wants to have better health. Even
if you have no health issues, I recommend the product to enable you to have optimal
health. Just because we are aging, does not mean that we need to have a lesser quality of
life.
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ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS Brett Pearce. SA.
I have been a carpenter most of my life and it has taken its toll on
my body. I have a condition called ankylosing spondylitis, it´s like
arthritis. I have discs missing in my spine and ache from head to
toe. This has led me to search for a substance that will improve
my quality of life. I have been going to doctors for years and got
minimal results. I have tried every tablet under the sun and with
the health system the way it is, surgery not offered.
Latest research shows stem cell type therapies are the way of the future but $12,000 for the
latest surgery in Bangkok is out of the question for me. I don't have that kind of money to
spend on "if's", Then I found stem cell nutrition. I thought "oh yeah just another bottle of
pills" but hey, what have I got to lose? I'm basically stuck in a chair in pain everyday and
I've tried everything else with nothing special resulting from this or that.
It´s been only 11 days on the stem cell nutrition tablets and I feel great. I feel positive and
confident and my "can do" attitude is back. I like to research things and "I am a proofs in
the pudding kinda guy" I hate being sold b.s., especially when it comes to products claiming to provide relief. I am so happy I gave these tablets a try. I am impressed with early
results and will continue with this pain control product I have so much more energy and I
feel great in general.
OSTEOARTHRITIS - THYROID. Denise Sydney Australia.
About 2 years ago I tore a medial meniscus ligament in the left knee. I was in extreme pain
and I hobbled around for another year thinking it would heal by it self. I ended up giving in
and had an arthroscopy on the knee. It helped a bit but the specialist said it was still very
bad and I would have to have a knee replacement. So I´ve been saving my money for an
operation and it wasn´t the operation that bothered me it was the 12 weeks recovery time
not being able to work with no income.
Also with osteoarthritis, and severe degenerative changes still present, my knee would
literally buckle out from under me. I have been on stem cell nutrition capsules for three
weeks and I am not limping anymore and I'm not walking uneven like I was before and
have no pain. I don´t feel I will be needing the operation anymore.
PAIN FREE, FLEXIBILITY, ARTHRITIS, BLOOD PRESSURE Bob Duncan
I am sixty-two years old, diagnosed with severe degenerative disc disease. I had a heart
attack a few years ago, requiring two stents. My liver disease has left me with extremely high ferritin levels. I also have high cholesterol, elevated blood pressure and arthritic
pain. I was overwhelmed with health problems.
Within five days of starting on stem cell nutrition, my back pain went away. My flexibility is returning, getting better every day. My arthritis is much improved.
My blood pressure is normalized with only a fourth of my previous medication. The
last blood test showed I had normal ferritin levels as well as lower cholesterol. I am
now virtually pain free and loving life. I will take stem cell nutrition for the rest of my
life. Nothing else has been able to restore my health.
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CRITICALLY LOW WHITE BLOOD CELLS, SICK,
NAUSEA, DIZZY, NO STRENGTH Brittany Everett
I was very sick, very weak, nauseas, dizzy and did not have the
strength to even stand up in the shower or go to work. I had to take
time off work with many trips to doctors before they could find out
what was wrong. My white blood cells level was critically low and the
doctors recommended stem cell injections as a solution which were
very expensive that I could not afford.
Adelina told my mum about stem cell nutrition and asked me to talk to her and decided to
try it. In a couple of months I recovered. This was so much cheaper and did the trick.
Thanks to Adelina and to stem cell nutrition. I was able to get back to work and get my life
back.
PARKINSONS SYMPTOMS GONE George Guyatt.
I was diagnosed a few years ago with Parkinson’s disease. My symptoms included loss of
memory, difficulty walking, and tremors. Three doctors in town, plus one at the VA
(veterans Association), agreed I had Parkinson’s. Recently, after starting on stem celL
nutrition, I noticed a big difference.
Right away, my memory got better, and my walking improved 100%. I found it was much
easier to get in and out of cars. I went to the neurologist for my regular check-up, and she
put me through all kinds of tests, but they all came back clear. I showed no signs of Parkinson’s.
When she rotated my joints, she said she could barely detect a problem and couldn’t believe what she was seeing. She asked what I was doing differently, and I told her about the
stem cell nutrition. She said she would like to know more about it and told me that I would
not have to come back anymore unless I wanted to. I’ll never be without the stem cell nutrition.
BACK PAIN - HEADACHES - SCIATICA - ANEMIA - INSOMNIA
Des Matene. Kaikohe, New Zealand

For 10 years I have had severe back pain, lumbar disc prolapse with radiculopathy and
severe headaches with sciatica down my left leg, high cholesterol and also anaemia which
leaves me with NO ENERGY, headaches all day (grumpy), insomnia, tired and the side
effects of the pain killer medication leaving me DOWN feeling useless. It was just so
depressing.
I also have a thyroid complaint where my throat would throb, and my head was always
aching. I don't have those symptoms any more thanks to stem cell nutrition. I am a lot
happier my children said gee" Mum you are actually smiling" which I must admit I have
got a new me back
Within 1 week of taking stem cell nutrition my pain levels were subsiding, my flexibility
and clarity of thinking was returning, my frustration levels had gone down. NO MORE
HEADACHES. After 3 weeks NO MORE PAIN.. NO HEADACHES.. NO GRUMPY..
NO SCIATICA.. and a GREAT NIGHTS´ SLEEP AND NO MORE PAIN KILLER
MEDICATION.
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AUTISM Sammie - Jacobs Mum Australia
Unbelievable results with my son, things we have been working on for months have just
clicked in the last 3 weeks, specifically eye contact and comprehension. A month ago I'd
have to be directly in front of him and would speak in one word instructions (car, off, eat
etc.) now I can ask him to put his drink bottle away, put your plate in the sink, put one
back.
Also calling from the other side of house "Jacob come get dressed", he comes at me
directly and starts to undress himself (I'm amazed and could give you another 30
examples). If I could explain it, it's like the fog has lifted and he can think and understand and even see better.
Oh Nat, I'm lost for words to describe how it feels as his mum. I'm more than happy for
you to share our story, I've been keeping a journal and a video log. I want to release in
about a months' time that I will share for all too. Linda asked me to start low and build
up so he's been on 1 stem cell enhancer and 1 anti-inflammatory for 3 weeks. I've just
upped him to 2 of each yesterday.
One more experience to add is Jacob has a very low immune system effected by anything
that passes his nose. Hospital admissions are countless for Bronchiolitis and Asthma including Intensive care, he also suffers with febrile seizures... so as soon we hear a cough
or see any sign of a runny nose we're on high stem cell nutrition. I still can't believe it.
BLOOD PRESSURE, SIGHT

Greg Rosbrook. QLD

So - this stem cell nutrition—All you do is take 5 capsules a day.
Seems too good to be true. BUT IT WORKS! In the beginning
I was told to write a list of my health issues as in time they
would resolve themselves and I would not remember them. Now,
I am 75 and still hold a Commercial Vehicle Licence and the
annual renewal requires me to have an extensive health check
and a more extensive than normal optical examination.
My GP was amazed to find I could turn my head up, down and to each side much more
than an average 75 year old. My blood pressure that used to register in the higher region
was a very respectable normal (I was taking a lot of prescribed tablets and my joint
mobility was very poor).
It stunned my GP by almost touching my toes. For the first time ever I didn't have to get a
stronger prescription in my glasses and surgery for two optical reasons has been put on
hold as my eyes that had been declining rapidly were back to the same as they were over
2 years ago.

I have been taking stem cell nutrition for almost 4 months. I am absolutely amazed and
totally convinced that in time more health issues will be resolved.
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DIABETES - HEART ATTACKS - STROKE.

Bob Saunders

Hi my name is Bob. I am in my eighties. I have been a diabetic and on insulin for 20
years!! My sugar reading was between 13 -15 and I used to take 42 units of insulin on a
daily basis. I also suffered a major heart attack and several minor strokes.
I was introduced to stem cell nutrition within this last year 2012, and decided to give it a
bash for my diabetes. I took 2 capsules per day, alongside with the insulin. Over the next
6 months I weaned myself slowly off the insulin until I was not injecting at all. I now
have 9 months supply of insulin sitting in my fridge which I have not used! I also could
barely stand for 5 minutes, never mind long periods of time, now I can walk without my
cane and complete a 30 minute sermon at the church without any problems. I have now
totally stopped taking insulin and take only one stem cell enhancer capsule a day.
My reading on average, is now consistently between 6-10, which is an acceptable level. I
can eat anything I wish, but obviously in balance. My weight used to be 110kgs but now
is a healthy weight of 75kgs!
I used to get terrible pains in my legs three times a week during the night while sleeping,
which came down to only once a month at first but have thankfully disappeared because
the Dr. was about to put me on sleeping tablets. I recovered from my last minor stroke
with no side effects
DRUG ADDICTION

Kathleen Kau - Hawaii

Aloha, I have an extraordinary story to share with you about my son. Since he was fifteen,
he had struggled with addiction to a variety of hard drugs that wasted his body, physically,
mentally and emotionally. For ten years, we tried everything to help him... loving support,
"tough love", therapy and any number of other approaches to the problem, all with little
success.
Late last year when he was especially malnourished from his drug abuse, he agreed to try
stem cell nutrition. In a matter of days, we could see a change in him, in his mental clarity
and attitude of well being. After two weeks he came to me and said, "Mom, something
odd has happened... I don't seem to want the drugs anymore. I feel good."
Since then, everything has turned around for my son. Drugs for him are a thing of the past.
He now has a good job, works six days a week (and loves it), and the news of all; he got
married this summer and is just glowing with happiness!
We think that stem cell nutrition helped him to deal with the chemical imbalance in his
system that led him to his addictions, but we don't know. What we do know is that he is a
young man who is enjoying life for the first time in many years. And... I am the proudest
Mom on this Island!
Thank you for giving me my son back.
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DIABETES - HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE - GOUT - ANEMIA - HEADACHES
Sharon Matene Okaihau, New Zealand
At the end of Jan. 2013. I will have suffered with Diabetes for 20 years. I have suffered
from high blood pressure, cholesterol, gout, anaemia, liver spots, stress, both knees were
arthritic, glaucoma, hair loss, menopause, heavy menstruation, skin complications, headaches and ear infections. I was prescribed Accupril, Metformin, Atorvastatin, Transemic
acid, Naprosan, Ferrogradumate, Panadol, painkillers, elocon, Travatan eye drops.
After seeing my husbands success within 2 days of taking stem cell nutrition, I decided to
take it myself. I now sleep "like a baby"; the gout that I had suffered from in my big toe
on the right foot had subsided. Within 1 week my skin started looking like it glowed (not
taunt and dark). The black circles under my eyes disappeared. headaches have improved. Within 4 weeks my blood pressure was back to normal. The pain in my knees is
improving. My skins’ elasticity has greatly improved. The pores on my face have reduced
substantially well. I am a lot happier. I talk and smile a lot more.
People want to know what our secret is. I grab their details, make a time and date that is
suitable for me to contact them. Then commit myself to following up with them. Our
libido has sensually improved. Within 8 weeks mental clarity has greatly improved. I can
jog and walk our dog.
NOW 14 weeks later everything has exceptionally reduced and I am glad to report that all
my ailments have drastically improved from on a scale from 0 to 100. 100 being excellent.
I would class myself to be a 80 being on my way to greater health and wellness.
We love this nutrition and endorse what it has helped us with.
I am so grateful for those that have introduced us to this amazing supplement.
READING WITHOUT GLASSES Marjorie Soms

I am sixty and am visually impaired. I’ve worn glasses since age ten,
due to being very near-sighted and having astigmatism as well. Without glasses, I have to hold reading material three inches from my
nose to see it clearly. After including stem cell nutrition in my diet,
my vision is improving. It sounds impossible, I know, but after five
weeks I can definitely recognize a difference. Without my glasses, I
can now read literature ten inches from my nose. I’m so excited!
Before I discovered stem cell nutrition, I couldn’t see the veins on a leaf, nor blades of
grass without my glasses due to my inability to focus on nearby objects. Now I can. In
addition to my stronger eyesight, I also sleep through the night longer without interruption,
have improved elimination, think more clearly, and people tell me that I look younger. I
have very little grey hair and few wrinkles. I credit all this improvement to stem cell
nutrition.
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RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS & ESSENTIAL TREMORS Sandra Sargant, WA
A chance meeting with Sandra and Linda at a Ladies Lunch at the South of Perth Yacht
Club in South Perth has changed my life. I was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis and I
also had essential tremors.
For years GPs had prescribed Methotrexate, Prednisolone and injections Humira and
Actemra for the Rheumatoid Arthritis. These had toxic effects on my life and I was very
unwell for years.
I started taking stem cell nutrition and the anti-inflammatory and I could gradually feel my
health improving. After being on my medication and injections for 16 years I can now state
that my rheumatoid arthritis blood levels are normal and I am currently in remission, only
taking 5mg Prednisolone daily, prescribed by my Specialist as a precaution. I am no longer
on Methotrexate or any injections. My essential tremors are also better, and my overall
wellbeing allows me to dance, travel and attend my gym.
I must also add that combined with stem cell nutrition I changed to a gluten free diet to
help my gut. Today I am taking 2 stem cell enhancers morning and night and 2 antiinflammatories morning and night that is also helping my osteoporosis. These products
are now part of my daily wellness program and I am happy to finally enjoy a happy,
healthy life, free of the rheumatoid arthritis.
25th October 2019
THYROID, MIGRAINES, MUSCLE, NERVE & BACK PAIN
Catena Calanna
In 1993 I was left paralysed and went through 2 spinal operations after a
road accident. Up till 2010 I suffered nerve and muscle pain, but I had
been managing that and all the other problems with acupuncture and
medications. I slowly did go back to work but over the years it was very
difficult and I also had an operation on my knees.
My life changed within 4 days of first taking stem cell nutrition in 2010. There was an
improvement in my thyroid, my skin stopped bleeding on my legs and lips. Then, within
six months, my migraines had lessened drastically, my skin condition on my head cleared,
muscle and nerve pain had reduced over 80%, arthritis 95%, lichen sclerosis improved
to 80%, back pain and neck pain 80%. The portion they couldn't operate on between C2 C3 as it was too dangerous had deteriorated according to the MRI although I am still walking and working.
The only thing that has suffered a little is my driving due to the restriction I still I have on
my left side. I just don't drive long distances anymore. My mental clarity is still perfect
my memory excellent. I have had many other results but they are too numerous to
mention here.
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ANIMAL TESTIMONIALS
“MONTY” - Skin Cancer

Monty is an 18-month old English-Bullterrier X Doberman we
rescued from the pound in April 2018. Late October 2018, we were
concerned about a raised, grey lump on his left-rear leg, so we took
him to the vet and Monty was diagnosed with “Skin Cancer” or
Carcinoma. The vet said it was life-threatening and recommended
urgent surgery and quoted us $700+ for the procedure. We decided not to proceed with
surgery and instead invested in stem cell nutrition. We started immediately with 2 capsules
per day.
Initially the lump rose, became more inflamed, enlarged and appeared to be more painful as
Monty became more lethargic. We then increased to 3 capsules per day. During December,
another lump rose (above the original cancer) and quickly became inflamed.
At around the same time we also conducted an Emotion Code (Dr. Bradley Nelson) session
on Monty. Being a rescue dog, Monty had inherited trapped emotions from abandonment
and abuse issues. This is when Monty turned-the-corner (virtually overnight) and the lump
quickly started to shrink and form a scab.
Combining stem cell nutrition with Emotion Code
therapy healed Monty within 2 months and saved us
$700+ and a lot of heartache. Monty now continues
with a maintenance serving
of one capsule per day and
is thriving.
Shakti & Ramiah Selwood
~Gold Coast, Queensland

"BEAU" Enlarged Heart , Lifeless.
Beau, a Jack Russell began to look lack luster, walking
became difficult and any exertion put him into spasm and then he
would pass out. He was diagnosed with advanced heart
condition. He began the daily heart treatment and recovery was
very slow, he did not have his old “oomph!”. He was given 24
hours survival. It was suggested that we try stem cell nutrition.
He responded and survived the first day and within 5 days he was
walking around the house, no coughing, passing out or heart
failure. In the first week he became amazingly vital and within 6 months his hair had
grown back to its young colour and he was leaping and running up flights of stairs. He
can walk 5 kms each morning, and is generally enjoying a much better standard of life.
His eyesight has improved he now has quality of life.
Dorothy Ferris Queensland
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“SNEEZY” Slow Heartbeat

“Sneezy” my male Pekinese was 10 years old
when he had a very slow heartbeat. His medication was Fortekor 5. He just used to lie in a quiet
spot in the house or outside under his favourite
tree.
Before and After Stem Cell Nutrition
It always looked as though he had stopped breathing. I would call his name and hold my
breath until he slowly responded. He walked very slowly, just like a little old man. He
hardly ate any food, and I was slowly saying “goodbye” to my little Sneezy. I gave him ½
capsule of stem cell nutrition everyday and his body miraculously started responding.
Three days later he was full of bounce and life. He started eating well and barked at
every movement around him. Again, I could not believe his remarkable improvement ~ in
just 3 days! Some months later, we took Sneezy to the vet, who told us that his heart was
normal again! We have weaned him off his heart medication. Wow! I have my little Sneezy
back! He also had large cataracts but now they are very small, not to mention how
beautiful his coat is looking.
Christine, South Africa
“BOB” – Sprayed with CRC for fleas
Bob is a cream Labrador cross 2 yrs. old and
approx.30 kgs. His owner decided to spray
him with CRC because he had fleas. When
Craig went to this man’s property to pick up a
pig hunting dog he noticed Bob curled up in a ball and asked what was wrong with him.
The owner told him what he had done and said the dog was sulking. Craig quickly picked
up Bob and brought him home. Bob’s eyes were recessed in his head, he was very lethargic and his skin was all burnt and inflamed.
We gave Bob capsules of stem cell nutrition over a few hours before putting him to bed.
We were expecting him to pass away during the night. In the morning Bob was standing
up in his kennel wagging his tail, happy to see us. Bob then went on to have 4 capsules a
day for the next week. His fur was growing back nicely. We then re-homed Bob to a
grateful new owner who continued giving Bob his capsules for the next month.
Joss Martin N.Z.
“KEL” - Trauma

Keith W. Queensland

Our Kelpie is called "Kel" which we got from a dog rescue place 5
years ago. He had been severely abused and it took much work with
this beautiful boy to get him over his trauma experiences.
Unfortunately he developed arthritis and it became more and more
difficult for him to walk and jump. Many vet visits and injections
helped. but were not totally satisfactory. Then I came across stem
cell nutrition and it made such a difference. No more injections and
expensive regular vet visits, instead the morning capsule and I got a happy dog again who
can walk and jump and appeared to be pain free. What else can you wish for.
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‘ROXY” - Ear Problems

Sarah Vaughan

Sara participated in trialled stem cell nutrition with her two
horses and her 80‐pound mixed‐breed dog. She noted significant
improvement in the health and quality of life for all three
animals during the time of the trials. Sara gave the product to
her dog Roxy, who had suffered for two years with ear problems
that led to scratching, often until her skin was raw. Vet recommended remedies had been “temporary, quick‐fixes,” but the discomfort always returned
“with a vengeance.” For the pet trials, Sara gave Roxy two capsules of stem cell nutrition a
day for 2 months, noting this was the only supplement she was getting.
Roxy's problem with her ears definitely improved, the hair grew back on her head and ears,
and the ear problem did not recur. Roxy was “happier engaging and more playful,” thanks
to stem cell nutrition.
‘ZELDA’ More Energy and Happier Robyn Smart
My beautiful Zelda is so much happier since taking one
capsule of stem cell nutrition daily. I open the capsule and just
put it with a little bit of butter. She loves it and is back running
around driving me mad.
“RAMA” – Attacked by pig hunting dogs. Joss Martin NZ.
Rama is a 40kg mastiff dog. At 18 mths. old, a bitch was on heat, and
he was attacked by two pig hunting dogs who were also interested in
the bitch. Rama came out pretty badly. Many puncture wounds were
all over his body; right ear torn; a hole in his head and a piece of his
ankle bone was shaved off. He was in terrible shock. Straight after
the attack, I gave him 2 stem cell nutrition capsules and 2 antiinflammatories. Within 1/2 an hour he had calmed down and stopped
shaking.
Rama had 2 stem cell nutrition three times a day and 2 antiinflammatories two times a day for a few weeks. Then 2 stem cell nutrition and anti-inflammatories twice a day for three months.
2 weeks after attack
The tissue injuries repaired within a couple of weeks and the bone has
now nearly completely repaired itself. X-rays have been taken as proof. Rama never had
conventional medicine at all.
“MADELINE” Cat’s arthritis improved. Dwight Quaschnick

My cat Madeline is eleven years old. She had arthritis so bad, she would cry if I
picked her up. I decided to try stem cell nutrition on her, giving her one sixteenth of a capsule per day mixed in her food. Her condition vastly improved. She is now content to be
picked up and petted. She runs, climbs upstairs and plays with shoes and toys like a kitten.
Her fur is glossier too.
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MARMADUKE” Poor condition, Unable to Walk Properly
Ken Ferris Bali IndonesiaP
In December I was introduced to my son’s Great Dane Marmaduke
in Bali. The climate is not conducive to the good health of big dogs,
but I was shocked and very concerned with his condition having
owned Great Danes before.
He was very poor and skinny, 29kgs, poor coat (what there was of
it) which was very patchy. He was uninterested in anyone or anything. He was unable to walk properly, being carried around by the back end to toilet.
I had given the advice to my son Jeremy to try the stem cell nutrition that we used with our
Beau and had brought a supply of with me to Bali from Australia. Within one week he was
totally changed, wanting to play and interested in everything. He began eating well and his
coat had improved dramatically. He runs on the beach 5 times a week now. At age 16
months he weighed 56kgs and is a delightful ball of energy. I have been having him trained
twice a week by a police dog trainer and he is responding well. He now is a very smart,
handsome and very fit Dane with a great personality. A Great Dane in the true sense.
I doubt I can express well enough my HIGH REGARD for the beneficial effects obtained
by the use of the stem cell nutrition. He now has ongoing maintenance of the product.
“SASHA” —Hypothyroid, Hip Dysplasia Olympia Kallman
Our Border Collie/Golden Retriever mix, Sasha was diagnosed with
hypothyroid a couple of years ago, and he was given prescription
medication. We started him on stem cell nutrition last year and
continued to give him the medication as it was prescribed.
Recently, we received notice from the Veterinarian that Sasha needed a
new blood test on the function of his thyroid. I was hesitant to take him
in, because in the recent month, we were negligent - forgot to renew his
prescription for the thyroid medication. I presumed his numbers would
be totally off and that the vet may give him a stronger prescription than
he should have. Much to our amazement, the blood tests came back,
and everything was NORMAL! His thyroid is perfectly fine, even without the prescription
medication!
The vet suggested that we run an additional thyroid test in 2 months to see if Sasha's
improvement was consistent. Of course, we'll accommodate, even though Sasha does not
enjoy those injections. ALSO......Sasha appeared to have hip dysplasia (it runs in the Golden Retriever breed), and he had difficulty with the stairs. He now skips down the stairs
without a problem! The same happened to my husband several years ago with the stem
cell nutrition. He is now off of his thyroid medication.
“DJAPANA” - slow and lazy. Gloria C, Perth
My dog is a kelpie cross, now 11 years old (getting on for the breed). However, she runs
around like a 2 year old, racing down to the gate (a distance of 500m) when we come home
and then racing the car back up to the house. This has only happened since we have been
giving her stem cell nutrition starting in mid May this year. Before that she was getting a
bit lazy and waiting for us near the house.
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"ANNIE” - Acute Laminitis. Sue, Queensland
Annie was diagnosed with acute laminitis over three years ago. It
had taken about 2 years and multiple vets trying to find out what
was the problem. Her case is very rare because her laminitis is
predominantly in her hind feet, not her front which is normally the
case. A specialist vet from Brisbane told us that in his 30 years of
being a vet, he had only ever seen this problem 3 times (Annie
being the 3rd). As you can imagine we were devastated. Three days after the diagnoses I
was to leave the country for 2 weeks. The specialist remarked that he didn´t expect Annie
to be around when I returned. She had been on very strong medication to relieve the
pain; with that and the special shoes that she had to wear she was one very unhappy horse.
We had to resign ourselves to the heart breaking fact that our beloved Annie, the sweetest
girl who loves human companionship and was such a big part of our family was more than
likely only to be with us now for a very short time.
While living in the United States, Ian Davies had heard that stem cell nutrition had been
used on horses with amazing results. So both he and Dyan Hamburger offered to sponsor
Annie as a case study. Annie was given stem cell nutrition every day. Now I can happily
say, that 2 years on from meeting Ian and Dyan, we still have our beautiful girl Annie, and
her laminitis is nowhere to be seen.
‘ROLL THE STONE” Gastric Ulcers. Lyndia Culp.
I ride a great mare named Roll The Stone. This mare has taken me
to many 1D wins and she has more heart then any horse I have ever
had the chance to ride. Because of her having so much heart and
so much love for her job she was still running for me when she had
"Gastric Ulcers in her small intestine".
I knew something was up when she was just not herself, she was
just standing around, not firing as hard as normal, but she still gave
it her all considering the amount of gastric pain she was in. That is when I gave her stem
cell nutrition. In one week she was almost back to her old self, and the gastric ulcers were
gone, I started her on the product on a Saturday and on the following Sunday I took her to
a barrel race and she ran the second fastest time of the day. WOW! In just one week you
can make such a difference in your horse’s health..
DAMAGED HIND LEG.
The first photo is the horse owned by Dee Smith
from Kentucky that got its hind leg caught in an
eight foot watering trough and had it hanging on its
leg ALL night long. You can imagine how that
horse must have kicked and run trying to get rid of
that awesome metal hanging on its leg. It is obvious
what damage has been done. method to this horse.

The vet said to Dee that
there was nothing that could be done for her horse. She refused to let the vet put the horse
down. She did her own method of doctoring until stem cell nutrition came along and once
she put the horse on it, you can see what happened. Realize there was NO surgery and
NO stitches done to this horse. The adult stem cells knew exactly what to do to make it all
normal once again.

